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Abstract

The Therapist-in-Traininq and the Transfer Case;
Beyond the Transfer Triangle

February 1985

Robert Muller, B.A., Brandeis University
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D. University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Harold Raush, Ph.D.

The experience of the therapist-in-training working with

adolescent or adult transfer cases was explored.

Eighteen trainees

whose cases fit research criterion were interviewed.

An attempt

was made to examine and delineate the factors which impacted

upon the trainee in his or her work with a transfer case.

Results

indicated that Scher's (1970) conceptualization of the transfer

situation as a "triangle" does not adequately nor accurately

describe the complex interplay of influences, conscious and unconscious, v\^ich impact upon the trainee treating a transfer case.

Emphasis was placed on those factors

vyAiich

have not received

sufficient attention nor been organized with clarity in the limited

existing transfer literature.

These four factors, the developmental

level of the therapist, countertransf erence , the administrative

context, and the supervisory relationship, are discussed and

illustrated through the use of brief case vignettes.

Two detailed

case studies are presented to highlight the interactive nature
of these influences.

The crucial role of supervision and the

vi

implications of this study for the supervision of trainees
discussed.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Literature Review

Background
Each year in thousands of mental health settings, therapists,

because of personal or training needs, end their work with clients.
Dewald (1980) has characterized this forced termination of psycho-

therapy as "the annually recurrent trauma."

In some training

institutions, the departure or rotation of psychology interns,

psychiatric residents and social work students may occur more
than once a year.

A decision must be made whether each client

should be terminated or transferred to another therapist.

This

is often an anxiety-laden decision for the departing therapist

(Pumpian-Mindlin, 1958; Schiff, 1962; Sene, 1969) who is simultan-

eously dealing with his or her own reactions to termination from
the client, as well as from a particular training setting (Dewald,
1980; Keith, 1966)

Powerful emotional reactions to termination are universally

recognized in both client and therapist (Lenzer, 1955; Mann,
1973; Schiff, 1962).

Less recognized, however, are the uncomfortable

and ambivalent feelings common for all three participants, the

departing therapist, the client, and the new therapist, directly
involved in the transfer situation (Keith, 1966; Scher, 1970;
Sederer, 1975). There is evidence (Gardner et al., 1984; Harper,

1

2

1957; Tantum &

Kleman,

1979)

that transferring clients significantly

increases the probability that there will be a precipitous
termination

of treatment.

Of the individuals v^o do remain in treatment,

a recent study (Sweeney et al., 1984)

indicated that nearly two-thirds

of these clients report that their transfer experiences were

either

or very disturbing.

somevy^iat

Numerous authors (Flesch,

1947; Harper, 1957; Keith, 1966; Meyer & Tolman, 1963) have elucidated

the common symptomatic reactions of clients to being transferred.
It has been noted that the risk of suicide at a training center

increases around the time of client transfer (Havens, 1965; Russakoff
& Oldham,

1984)

.

Considering the prevalence and complexity of this phenomenon,
strikingly little has been written about the transfer situation.

Descriptions of case studies dating back to Freud often only

mention in passing the transfer status of a case.

This consistent

and conspicuous omission throughout the literature may be indicative
of the unresolved and unpleasant emotions experienced by all

those connected with the transfer situation.

The subjective

experience of the new therapist, the most neglected member of
the transfer "triangle" (Scher, 1970) in the existing literature,

will be the primary focus of this project.
The Client

Most studies of the transfer situation describe predominantly
symptomatic and unpleasant reactions of clients to transfer (Flesch,
1947; Harper, 1957; Keith, 1966; Meyer & Tolman, 1963)

.

Issues

of loss and abandonment are frequently stirred up, resulting

^
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in sadness and anger (King, 1956; Salinger-Klein, 1961; Schiff,

1962).

A notable exception to this characterization of the client's

experience is the work of Reider (1953)

.

Reider described a

certain type of client who makes a tie to the ever-present, benevolent
clinic or institution, making little distinction among a string
of therapists.

He coined the phrase "institutional transference"

to describe the dynamics that develop with these clients.

research of Gardner et al.

(1984)

supports this notion.

Recent
A history

of previous transfer within a clinic was found to reduce the

likelihood that a client would drop out after being switched
to another therapist.

While the client's negative responses

are the most commonly discussed sequeli of transfer, most writers

maintain that, if handled properly, the transfer experience can
be a therapeutically productive one.
Flesch (1947) in an early monograph, noted eight reactions

commonly seen in clients after the announcement of a transfer
was made.

These included anxiety related to feelings of rejection,

regression (reoccurrence of previous symptoms)

,

disclosure of

previously unspoken material, both direct and indirect hostility
(lateness, missed sessions) toward the departing therapist, sexual

acting out, suicide attempts, somatic illness, and no overt response.

Many of these reactions might be viewed as indirect attempts
to either hurt or hold on to the departing therapist.

Flesch

lln a number of studies, the term "reassignment" is used to describe
the term
a change of therapist. For the purpose of consistency,
this paper.
"transfer" will be substituted in its place throughout

.
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offered numerous suggestions on facilitating the transfer
to
a new worker.

Salinger-Klein (1961) claimed that the severity of the client's
.reaction to the transfer is clearly associated with the nature

of his or her early separation experiences. 2

She found that

those clients with the most marked predisposing histories had
the greatest difficulty verbalizing their feelings about the
transfer.

Keith (1966) delineated differing client reactions

to transfer, along with suggested therapeutic responses, based

on the client's age and developmental level.

Dewald (1980) pointed out that in some cases there is a

reality basis for the client's feeling of being betrayed and

abandoned at a time

v^^en

he or she is not adequately prepared

to cope with an existing life situation alone.

Still, he maintained

the client's affective response can most accurately be predicted

by his or her reactions to similar previous experiences.
writers (Flesch, 1947; Grossman

&

Several

Guignon, 1962; Scher, 1970)

highlight the fact that the transfer process is composed of both
a reality situation and a transference one.

Thus, the client's

response to the former therapist's departure is likely to be
influenced by his or her psychogenetic experiences as well as
the history of the actual relationship with the former therapist.

This latter factor was highlighted by Scher (1970)

vx/ho

is one

2while she claimed to present evidence to support this hypothesis,
her study is methodologically flawed by questionable rating criteria
used to assess the severity of the client's reactions, i.e., clients
were rated as having a severe reaction if they acted out severely
or if they had "no visible reaction" (p. 30)

of the few writers to mention that the transfer
may come as a

relief to certain clients who have had an unsatisfactory
previous

therapy experience.
Sederer (1975) used a market place analogy to describe
the

transfer procedure as it existed in the university hospital
clinic
at Oiich he trained.

The position of the client, he felt, was

much like a used commodity or a "secondhand rose" to be marketed

by the seller, the departing therapist, for purchase by a prospective
customer, the new therapist.

Sederer criticized this situation,

in vhich clients have no active participation in a process which

greatly affects them, as "antithetical" to the fundamental tenets
of psychotherapy.

Scher (1970),

Vydiile

acknowledging the client's sense of

abandonment and anxiety about the unknown, insisted that the

client does not have to remain helpless and passive in this transition.

Clients are granted a new lease on life in which they

are free to modify their behavior and verbalizations to the new
therapist.

The client, however, is likely to be concerned with

issues of loyalty.

If there is improvement under the care of

the new therapist, he or she may feel disloyal to the former
one.

If his or her condition worsens, however, the client may

be concerned about disappointing the very person who rescued

him or her from desertion.

To remain unchanged, defeats all

three people involved in this complex triangle.
Dae to the complex and conflicted emotional reactions of
the client and both therapists involved in the transfer situation.
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it is not uncommon for all participants to collude
in denying
its importance:

treatment continues with a "business as usual"

attitude (Keith, 1966; Sederer, 1975; Sene, 1969).

This cursory

handling of the transfer situation severely limits the growth
potential involved in the experience of all three participants.
The Departing Therapist
Ideally, the decision to terminate or transfer a client
is based on clinical need.

Termination, however, is a powerful

affective experience for both therapist and client and factors
other than clinical indication may affect this decision.

The

training therapist often feels guilty about leaving clients (Lenzner,
1955; Scher, 1970; Sederer, 1975).

As the training program ends each year, the specter
of guilt invades the clinic. Trainees cannot stay
forever (although they may covertly promise this to
their patients) , yet their leaving becomes identified
with abandonment and a consequent sense of guilt.
The patient's separation anxiety and anticipatory grief
nurture and amplify this guilt, but it is the departing
therapist's vulnerability that gives it credence and
[Sederer, 1975, p. 1060]
permits its development.

The countertransference issues of the departing therapist will

greatly influence the handling of the termination or transfer
and the client's responses to it.

Dewald (1980) noted that the

trainee's feelings of guilt may severely reduce his or her therapeutic
effectiveness.

The trainee may become reluctant to interpret

or even tolerate the client's disappointment or anger.

Arranging a transfer rather than termination can be viewed
as a less challenging, more passive option for the departing

therapist (Dewald, 1980; Pumpian-Mindlin, 1958)

.

A transfer

,
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may be planned because of the departing therapist's
inability
to properly handle termination or due to a distortion
of the

client's capacity to deal with the ending of treatment.

Due

to the large personal investment often made in a case, the
departing

therapist may develop a grandiose sense of importance to the

client (Blank, 1976; Lenzer, 1955).

Unrealistic treatment goals

are often set at the beginning of therapy, also contributing
to the appearance of unfinished business.

A tendency to undervalue

the client's ego capacities and consequently overestimate the

need for continuing treatment is frequently noted in the literature
(Grossman & Guignon, 1952; Pumpian-Mindlin, 1958; Sederer, 1975)

Keith (1966) described another pattern of behaviors common
to psychiatric residents and their clients around the time of

service changes.

This "transfer syndrome" was characterized

as a cluster of symptoms resulting primarily from ego defenses

which attempt to alleviate anxiety from object loss.

For the

departing therapist, there may be a denial of his or her importance
to the client and, consequently, so too a minimization of the

need to deal with the loss.

A preoccupation with the procedural

components of the transfer may also be used to distance affective
experiences.

It must be remembered that this is a particularly

stressful time for the departing therapist who is likely to be

experiencing multiple terminations simultaneously in his or her
leaving of a clinic.

The departing therapist's exploration of

feelings relating to termination, such as genuine bereavement
or guilt, should be encouraged within the supervisory context.

Pumpian-Mindlin (1958) made the interesting observation that
the better the departing therapist felt about his or her
upcoming

assignment or job, the less likely it was for problems to arise

with transfer arrangements or termination.
It is important for the departing therapist to take responsi-

bility for his or her leaving.

If therapists portray themselves

as passive pawns in this administrative process, they risk identifying

themselves with the patient's helplessness and power lessness.
The anger then gets projected out of the therapeutic relationship
into a shared administrative target and loses its salience (Ekstein
&

Wallerstein, 1958; Golden, 1976; Schiff, 1962).

Similarly,

while consideration of the transference significance of this
event is crucial, the departing therapist must be cautious about
interpreting the transference to defend against his or her own
and the client's powerful emotional feelings about the ending
of their "real" relationship (Szasz, 1963; Langs, 1976).
In her early work, Flesch (1947) advised the departing therapist

to grant the client certain favors or in some other way demonstrate

sincere investment in the client.

Most others (Keith, 1966;

Langs, 1973; Schiff, 1962), however, have urged that the therapist

during termination not diverge from the established therapeutic
frame.

Requests for alterations and their latent meaning should

be understood and worked with within the existing therapeutic
relationship.

The departing therapist's anxiety is likely to relate not

only to the final sessions with the client but also to what may
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happen after the transfer has been made.

There is an unspoken,

complex and rivalrous atmosphere which pervades most training
facilities.

In transferring a case, the departing therapist

suddenly risks exposure of his or her very personal work to a

new set of colleagues, supervisors, and administrators (Lenzer,
1955; Pumpian-Mindlin, 1958; Sederer, 1975).

These concerns

may further complicate the transition of treatment to a new therapist.
The New Therapist

Of the three participants most directly involved in the
transfer situation, the dilemmas and conflicts facing the new

therapist have received the least attention in the literature
(notable exceptions, Keith, 1966; Scher, 1970).

of the new therapist is often an undesirable one.

The position
In many clinics,

the new therapist is placed in the awkward position of being

assigned a "second-hand rose" (Sederer, 1975) or a "hand-me-down"

client with little choice in the process.

These clients are

frequently perceived as old, uninteresting cases (Flesch, 1947;
Keith, 1966; Scher, 1970).

The adventure of initial exploration is missing. The
material covered and the relationship to develop lack
virgin appeal. Someone else has been there before,
and much of the subsequent work must be done in the
[Scher, 1970, p. 282]
shadow of the former therapist.
The new therapist is often very concerned about how he or
she will be compared to the previous therapist by the client,
the supervisor, and the clinic.

To make matters even more difficult

for the new therapist, the departing therapist often has had
a greater amount of clinical experience.

These issues make the

10

beginning phase of the new therapy particularly
difficult.
The client's use of splitting is commonly noted during
the
initial stage of treatment with the transfer client
(Flesch,
1957; Keith, 1966; Golden, 1976).

The client may eulogize the

former therapist, while displacing negative feelings onto the

new one.

This is likely to stir up in the new therapist existing

insecurities that he or she is indeed incapable of replacing
such a wonderful person.

On the other hand, the opening phase

of treatment may involve a devaluation of the departed therapist

and a denial of any need to discuss related feelings.

This latter

stance may bring secret relief to the new therapist.

This reaction

in part reflects the new therapist's eagerness to establish him

or herself as the client's legitimate therapist.

The new therapist,

however, must be careful not to collude with the client by accepting

either one-sided image as accurate.
In some cases, the underlying reason behind the transfer

may have been the inability of the departing therapist to properly
terminate treatment (Schiff, 1962; Pumpian-Mindlin, 1958).

The

task of the new therapist in these cases may simply involve helping
the client to more appropriately deal with the termination of

the previous work.

Related problematic circumstances may also

confront the new therapist if, because of countertransference
problems, the previous therapist has withheld or distorted crucial

treatment information in his or her reports to the new therapist
or has made unwarranted modifications of the treatment frame
towards the conclusion of the therapy.

This may set up the new

11

therapist to appear as the uncaring or "bad"
parent (Flesch,
1947; Lenzner, 1955; Scher, 1970).

The Therapist in Training and the Transfer Case

It has been suggested that what the beginning therapist

lacks in empathy and technique he or she makes up for in
enthusiasm

(Pumpian-Mindlin, 1958; Searles, 1979)

.

As discussed earlier,

the potential enthusiasm of the new therapist is often considerably

diminished because of the transfer client's "hand-me-down" status.
Thus, one of the new therapist's main tools of therapeutic effec-

tiveness may be blunted.

Alice Miller (1979)

,

in her discussion of the origins of

motivation to be a psychoanalyst, highlighted the narcissistic

gratification achieved by a therapist vhen he or she becomes
a very special person to the client.

The client in the transfer

situation, especially at the outset, is often unable or unwilling
to grant his or her new therapist that special status.
(1969)

Olinack

suggested that a powerful motivation for becoming a therapist

involves the fantasy of rescuing a depressed mother.

The transfer

client's overt rejection of the new therapist may frustrate the

therapist in this unconscious mission.

The preoccupation with

the previous therapy and therapist is likely to constantly wound

the narcissism of the therapist-in- training.

In a similar way,

this preoccupation frustrates the therapist's unconscious wish
to exclusively possess the client.

This desire is also hypothesized
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to be one of the motivations for becoming a
therapist and derives

from the search for exclusive possession of maternal
or paternal
objects (Langs, 1976a).
It is essential that despite these obstacles, the
therapist

maintains a commitment to the proper treatment of the client.

Without this "therapeutic attitude" (Greenson, 1966)

,

an essential

ingredient for promoting meaningful communication in the therapeutic

process is missing.

A therapist may have difficulty maintaining

this proper therapeutic attitude due to unmanaged countertransference

reactions to the client or insecurity related to his or her own

capacities to be helpful.

While the difficulties in the establishment

of a sense of self as a therapist are commonly noted in the literature
(Blank, 1976; Ekstein & Wallerstein, 1958; Searles, 1979), both

the client and new therapist's preoccupation with the previous

therapy may further inhibit the development of this identity.

Greenson (1960, 1966) stressed that the capacity to empathize
is contingent on a secure sense of identity.

Empathy, a crucial

component in the therapeutic process, is defined as "emotional
knowing" gained through a temporary and preconscious sharing
of the affective experience of the client.

Greenson (1960) warned

that a reluctance to get close to a client's emotional experience

can lead to an inhibition of empathy and, therefore, severely
restrict the therapeutic process.
The inhibited empathizer is afraid to get involved
with the patient. He is unconsciously unwilling to
leave the isolation of the position of uninvolved observer.
He is able to think, remember, observe, but afraid
to feel the affects, impulses, or sensations of the
patient, and, therefore, misses all the subtle, nonverbal

13

communications and their meanings,

[p.

245]

While beginning therapists in general struggle with this
issue, therapists starting work with transfer clients may be

particularly reluctant to risk empathic contact because of the
precarious nature of the initial alliance.

This stance, however,

is likely to result in continued poor therapeutic contact.

Rationale

Despite the fact that the transfer of psychotherapy clients
is a very common phenomenon, strikingly little has been written

on this topic.

In the limited existing literature, the new therapist

receives the least attention of the three participants in the
"transfer triangle"

(Scher, 1970).

Langs (1973) introduced the term "primary adaptive context"
to refer to the reality event which is the stimulus for the client's

verbal and behavioral communications during a particular hour;
this may be a significant event either outside or within the
therapy.

Langs (1973, 1976, 1978) emphasized that a disruption

in the frame of the therapy, such as a transfer, is likely to

be the significant context within which the client's ongoing

behavior and communications can be best understood.
I

would like to hypothesize that the transfer situation

the
becomes one of several important adaptive contexts for
communicatherapist-in-training. Conscious and unconscious attitudes,

especially at the beginning
tions and interventions of the therapist,
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of treatment, are likely to be influenced
greatly by his or her

position in the transfer situation.

This is especially so because,

in most cases, the therapist is a relative beginner
who is struggling

to learn enough theory and technique to stay one step
ahead of

the client.

To complicate matters further, the transfer character-

istically occurs at the same time that the therapist is getting

accustomed to a new supervisor, and often, a new setting (Keith,
1966)

.

The adjustments and pressures inherent in these transitions

also provide contexts which are likely to affect the attitude

and interventions of the therapist-in- training.
Thus, Scher's (1970) description of the transfer situation
as a "triangle" seems too limiting.

Rather, there seem to be

numerous triangles involved, in addition to a variety of contexts,

v^ich impact upon the treatment of a transfer case.

Much of

the literature has concentrated on the interaction of the participants
in the transfer triangle, v^^ile little attention has been paid

to the influence of other factors on the treatment of a transfer
case.

The focus of this project was to explore and enumerate

the issues and factors beyond the transfer triangle v^ich impact

significantly upon the trainee's work with a transfer client.

CHAPTER

II

METHOD

Subjects

The focus of this project is on the subjective experience

of the therapist-in-training working with an outpatient transfer
client.

This study specifically focused on transfers which were

initiated because of the previous therapist's departure.

The

research population was further narrowed by considering only
those cases v*iich met four other criteria:

1)

the client was

an adolescent (13 years or older) or an adult outpatient who

was engaged in an individual psychotherapy prior to transfer;
2)

the work with the previous therapist was defined from the

start as psychotherapy as opposed to an evaluation or assessment;

3)

the client and previous therapist agreed that, upon

completion of their work together, the client would continue

psychotherapy with a different clinician; and

4)

the last session

with the previous therapist and the first contact with the new
therapist were not separated by more than ten weeks.

For the

purpose of this project, an individual was considered a "therapist-in-training" if he or she was enrolled in a graduate training

program in psychology, counseling, social work, or medicine at
the time of the work with these cases.

Local agencies and clinics were contacted and informed about
the project (Appendix

A)

.

Therapists-in-training involved with
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clients (or who had terminated their therapy with
clients within
the j^st

3

months) who fulfilled the criteria outlined above

were recruited.

Appropriate therapists were contacted, informed

about the project, then asked to participate (see informed
con-

sent—Appendix

B)

.

They were assured that their confidentiality

as well as that of their clients and supervisors would be protected.

Before being interviewed, they were asked to gather together

whatever records or notes they had in order to refresh their
memories about the details of the transfer and treatment.

Appro-

priate therapists-in-training from agencies other than the author's
own clinic were offered $8.00 per interview to compensate them
for their participation in the project.

This was done in the

hope of attracting subjects, especially those who might be reluctant
to volunteer their time to talk about a potentially personally

sensitive subject.

Eighteen therapists-in- training fit research criteria and

were willing to be interviewed.

There were

5

males and 13 females.

The mean age of subjects was 29.2 years (range 25-36)

.

These

therapists represented a variety of training institutions:

11

were students in Clinical Psychology (three different Ph.D. programs)
4 came from Counseling Psychology Programs, 2 were being trained

as clinical social workers, and

1

was getting a Psy.D. degree

from a professional psychology school.

The average number of

years of clinical experience for this sample was 1.9 years, with
a range from trainees having seen no clients prior to the transfer

case to five years of individual therapy experience.

Trainees
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practiced in a variety of different clinical settings:

9

worked

at a university-affiliated clinic, 7 at various
community mental

health centers,

1

at a child guidance center, and

1

at a student

mental health center.
The transfer clients averaged 28.0 years of age (range 13-50).

There were 4 adolescents and 14 adults;
females.
(1980)

3

were male and 15 were

While these clients represented a variety of DSM-III

diagnoses, only one client was classified as having a

major psychotic illness.

The average length of the previous

treatment was 25.2 sessions (range 1-120).

Two of these therapies

had been ongoing for several years; omitting these, the mean
length of the prior therapies was 16.8 sessions.

More detailed

demographic data about each transfer situation can be found in
Table

1.

Procedure

The information about the therapist's experiences with a

transfer client was gathered during an extensive interview by
the author with each subject.

While there was a certain amount

of structure to each interview (see Appendix

C)

,

a relaxed, open-ended

style was employed in the hopes of facilitating the development
of a sense of trust and comfort in the interviewee and minimizing
the directiveness of the interview.

To this end, after initial

background information was gathered on the therapist-in-training,
an attempt was made to enlist interviewees' thoughts on the aspects

of the transfer situation which they felt had
the greatest impact

on them and/ or the treatment.
The interview took approximately two hours,
recorded, then transcribed.
the interview schedule were:

it was tape

The major topic areas explored in
the therapist-in-training, the

previous therapy, the process of the transfer, the beginning

work with the client, supervision, the ongoing work with the
client, and any perceived parallels between the issues that arose
in these situations and ones that were salient for the therapist
in his or her family of origin (Appendix C)

.

Although there

was no control group per se, therapists were asked to compare
their experiences with transfer cases to the other therapies

they were engaged in at this same point in their development.

Approach to the Data

An effort was made to capture a detailed account of the

process of each transfer and the continuing therapy.

Each clinical

situation presented a unique combination of the issues. It was

felt that the new therapist's experience was best understood

within the specific context of the complex interaction of relationships, real and imagined, among all the participants involved
in the transfer situation.

The aim of this project is to illuminate the issues and

dynamics that arise for therapists-in-training working in a certain
type of transfer situation.

The analysis of the data is qualitative.

Common themes and trends emerged from the interviews.

These

factors of significance are isolated, described,
then illustrated

through the use of brief case vignettes.

In a very important

sense, the depth of analysis of each case was intimately
connected

to the ability and willingness of the trainee to be
introspective

and open with the author about his or her personal and often

private feelings or experiences.

Often the interviewing process

provided the author with ijnportant information regarding the
trainee's personal attributes, defensive style, and clinical
qualifications.

These iirpressions often led the author to adjust

his perception of the content of the interview.

They also allowed

him to alter his interview style in a manner v^ich might provide
the trainee with the support necessary for him or her to take

greater risks and explore issues more deeply.

In the chapters

to follow, in addition to the data from the 18 cases studied,

the author on occasion draws upon transfer cases that he has

supervised and which are felt to be particularly illustrative
in highlighting specific factors.
In reading this study, it is crucial to keep in mind that

the data provided in the interviews represented the subjective

experience of each therapist-in- training.

Their reported experience

are not offered as complete portrayals of what actually transpired,

but rather represent one person's perception of a complex phenomenon.
Further, although an attempt was made to present case material
as objectively as possible, the writing, organization, and editing

of this paper necessarily reflects, in some degree, the author's

personal biases and viewpoint.

CHAPTER III
OVERVIEW OF DISCUSSION

Initially, the intention of this paper was to explore
the

transfer situation as a phenomenon relevant to the understanding
of doing psychotherapy with a particular clinical population.

Since transfers occur most frequently in training clinics, thera-

pists-in-training were selected as subjects for the interviews.
As the project evolved, it became apparent that many of the issues

stirred up for the therapists around transfers could best be

understood within their experience as trainees.

It was discovered

that the training setting provided a unique and complex context

within which students conducted treatment.
The focus of this paper will be the multiple influences

which impact on the trainee working with a transfer case.

Based

on the data collected, seven major factors were identified.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief overview of
these factors.

While all factors will be mentioned here, certain

ones felt to have received insufficient attention in the existing

literature will be discussed more fully in the body of this paper.

While each factor will be described independently, the interactional
nature of these influences will quickly become evident.

Each

therapist- in-training was uniquely affected by these factors.
For some trainees, certain influences appeared to have little
significance; for a few, one particular factor stood out as crucial;

and for a certain percentage, several factors combined to impact
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heavily on the work.

In delineating each factor, case
illustrations

are used which reflect the various ways each
variable manifested
its impact on treatment.

The first grouping of factors which impact upon the
treatment
of a transfer case fell within the general category
of developmental
level of the therapist.

In most cases, a trainee seeing his

or her first client dealt with the transfer situation quite
dif-

ferently than did a therapist with several years experience.
This difference reflected varying levels of achievement and stability

within four distinct yet overlapping areas of the therapist's
development:

a)

the acquisition of technical and theoretical

skills, b) the acceptance of realistic expectations for the therapy,
c)

the moderation of narcissistic needs, and

of a sense of oneself as a therapist.

d)

the acquisition

These factors will be

discussed in greater detail in Chapter IV.
The second major factor was the inevitable manner in v^^ich
the therapists involved in the transfer situation were influenced

by their own relationships with significant others in the past.
This type of countertransference is differentiated from the issues

and anxieties more or less universally experienced by trainees

which have been labeled "developmental countertransference" and
will be discussed in Chapter IV.

The circumstances and relational

issues inherent in the transfer situation commonly evoked ideo-

syncratic countertransference reactions in the new therapists.

The psychogenetic experience with issues of loss, transition,
triangularization, identification, and sibling rivalry often

influenced how each individual trainee approached
and responded
to the transfer situation.

A more detailed discussion of the

inpact of these factors will occur in Chapter V.

While counter-

transference issues unquestionably affected the
previous therapist
and the supervisors involved with the case, the interviews
with
the new therapists provided direct assess only to their
counter-

transference reactions and personal histories.

For this reason,

an extended discussion of countertransference responses can only

appropriately occur for these new therapists.
The client's experience in the previous therapy was the
third factor which clearly influenced both the client's and the

new therapist's expectations for the ongoing treatment.

Differences

in the management of the frame of the therapy caused some new

therapists to be viewed as harsh and restrictive, while others

were seen as indulgent and gratifying compared to the previous
therapist.

One client refused to continue treatment with a new

therapist who would not grant this client a "special request"
(to be seen in a room without a one-way mirror)

as the previous

therapist had done.
In general, the more attached a client was to the previous

therapist, the more fraught with difficulties was the transition
to a new therapist.

The proper handling of the termination of

the previous work considerably eased the job of the new therapist,

v^ile an abrupt or guilt-laden termination often caused the new
therapist to feel "set up."

It must be remembered that the previous

therapist was often a trainee v^ose termination work was also

.
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affected by the many factors discussed in this
section (Dewald,
1980; Lenzer, 1955)

The client's unique transference reactions to each
of the
therapists and the transfer situation constituted the fourth
factor.

In one instance, an abrupt transfer stirred up the
client's

feelings about unreliable parental figures.

A rage reaction

that could not be contained was triggered in the transference
and the client terminated the new treatment precipitously.

With

identical circumstances surrounding the transfer, a different
client, who had been institutionalized for many years and had

seen numerous helping people come and go from his life, was able
to maintain an "institutional transference" (Reider, 1953) to
the clinic and adjust much more easily to the transfer.

The fifth factor involved the new therapist's relationship,
real and imagined, to the previous therapist.

The new therapist

was often quite concerned about how he or she compared to the
past therapist in terms of experience, therapeutic skills, and

personality variables.

These comparisons often contributed to

the trainee's developing sense of him or herself as a therapist.
In a few cases, the previous therapist recommended that a particular

therapist continue treatment with a client.

a double edged sword:

This seemed to be

on the one hand, the selected therapist

felt flattered, yet this seemed to create added concern that

he or she might disappoint client, as well as the previous therapist.
In a number of cases, the new therapist was very aware,

either because of previous knowledge of the case or direct cormiun-

ication from the previous therapist, that the
latter was extremely
invested in the client.

These new therapists reported feeling

under the scrutiny of former therapists who continued
to inquire
about the treatment even several months after the
transfer.

One trainee, E.F., felt undermined by the previous
therapist's

overstepping her boundaries:
It made me really question how competent I was
as a therapist if she had to be continually involved.
And I can go on for days worrying about my competence.

Another variable found to be of crucial importance was the
administrative context of the trainee's experience.

This sixth

factor concerned the therapist-in-training s (and to a lesser
'

extent, the supervisor's) perceived position within the clinic
or graduate program.

The trainee's feelings of security or being

"under the gun" with respect to his or her position within the

agency contributed noticeably to the therapist's ability to be
relaxed, empathic, and take risks with clients, colleagues, and
supeirvisors .

In several instances, administrative policies were

seen to influence the assignment and supervision of transfer
cases.

Further discussion of these important factors will occur

in Chapter VI.

An essential component of the administrative context was
the trainee's supervisory experience.

The interviews indicated

that the supervisory relationship very often had a significant
impact on the trainee's ability to work with the transfer client.
It, therefore, was given consideration as a distinct seventh

factor which merited discussion separate from administrative
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issues.

The supervisor is responsible for helping trainees
develop

therapeutic skills, enhancing their empathic capacities,
helping
them develop a sense of themselves as therapists, and
assisting
them in gaining faith in the practice of psychotherapy
1971; Ekstein & Wallerstein, 1958).

(

Chess ick,

To the extent that a supervisor

performed the above functions, he or she contributed in a positive

way to the trainee's experience.
Supervisors, along with all the other participants in the

transfer situation, had unique reactions to transitions.

Staff

turnover often meant the departure of supervisees with v^om they

had established special relationships and the arrival of new
trainees with v*iom they must start all over.

Direct and subtle

communication of these feelings of loss, disappointment, or ambivalence greatly affected the establishment of new supervisory rela-

tionships.

The impact of supervision will be discussed more

fully in Chapter VII.
As noted previously, the examination of the independent
impact of these factors is, in essence, an artificial distinction.
In most cases, several of these influences blended imperceptibly.

The experience of a new therapist working with a transfer case

can be optimally understood by examining the interactional nature
of these many factors.

This can best be demonstrated through

the use of detailed case studies.

Chapter VIII will examine

two transfer situations which seem particularly illustrative.
Finally, Chapter IX will be a summary discussion of the most

salient findings of the project and will include the implications

of this study for the treatment and supervision
of transfer cases.
In this study, the author has chosen to
emphasize those

factors which have previously not been given sufficient
attention
or organized with clarity in the existing literature.

The focus

is on the factors and contexts which influence the
new therapist

as he or she worked with a transfer case in a training
setting.

These are factors which extend beyond the usual conceptualization
of the transfer situation, as a "triangular" interaction among
the new therapist, the previous therapist, and the transfer client.

CHAPTER

IV

DEVEL0P^4E]NTAL LEVEL OF THE THERAPIST

Intrcduction

In general, this study found that therapists early in their

training encountered greater difficulty working with transfer

cases than did more experienced trainees.
a trainee is reflected in four areas:

theoretical and clinical skills,

expectations for psychotherapy,
needs, and

therapist.

4)

2)

3)

1)

The development of
the acquisition of

the acceptance of realistic
the moderation of narcissistic

the acquisition of a sense of oneself as an effective

Insufficient development in these areas contributed

to the trainee's difficulties in treating a transfer case, whereas

having attained a satisfactory level in these categories considerably
eased his or her work.
All trainees struggle with issues of competence, reflected
in mastery of the four areas outlined above, and with issues

of competition, the real and imagined comparison of oneself to

other trainees.

I

would like to propose the term developmental

countertransference to refer to the spectrum of anxieties, hopes

and fears which in varying degrees affects all therapists-in-training
and influences their work.

These univeral issues clearly become

exaggerated in working with transfer cases.

In these situations,

new therapists were subject to direct comparisons to the previous
therapists by clients, colleagues, supervisors, and the clinic
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,

administration.

This section will attempt to illustrate
how

the treatment of transfer cases by trainees
was affected by their
level of clinical skill, their expectations for
the therapy and

themselves, their narcissistic needs, and their sense
of themselves
as therapists.

Skill Level

An insufficient level of skill is problematic to conducting
any therapy.

The initial sessions of a transfer case, however,

often are filled with unconscious derivatives relating to the
client's complex feelings about his or her recent loss, along

with hopes and fears about a new beginning.

These circumstances

demand that the new therapist very quickly be able to sort out
the complex interaction between transference, countertransf erence

and reality.

Often the new therapist was confronted immediately with
various forms of resistance.

Some were unable to recognize or

work with this resistance and the defenses commonly seen at the
beginning of work with transfer clients, such as splitting, projection, projective identification, displacement, and denial.
It also was common to hear new trainees complain that vs^ile they

felt they were beginning a new venture, their transfer clients

presented themselves as "in the middle" of therapy and moved
at a pace that felt too rapid.

The transfer, especially in the initial phase of treatment.
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is an important "adaptive context"

(Langs, 1973) within which

the client's communications can be
understood.

Beginning therapists,

not skilled at recognizing the latent content
or the significance
of an adaptive context, missed important
opportunities to explore
the client's feelings about the transfer.

For example, in the

second session after the transfer, a client in a
wheelchair suddenly

became unable to negotiate the "hump" (threshold)
that led into
his new therapy room.

first session.

There had been no such problems in the

He then requested that the new therapy take place

in the same room as his previous therapy had been.

The new thera-

pist,! who was quite inexperienced, granted this request without

recognizing that the client needed to talk more about his difficulty
"getting over the hump" in his transition to a new therapist.
As noted earlier, the new therapist must be able to sort

out a complex array of emotions surrounding the transfer.

Splitting

was commonly manifest with either the previous or new therapist
idealized and the other devalued.

One trainee,

CP.,

vv^ose previous

training had been predominantly in experimental psychology, lacked
the clinical experience to recognize these common defenses.

He recalled feeling very confused about what his client really
thought about him:

or splitting when

"I didn't know anything about projection
I

started

—rats

don't do that."

Another trainee, J.S. lamented that her lack of clinical
skill and lack of confidence in her impressions prevented her

^This trainee was supervised by the author and was not one of the
18 therapists interviewed for the project.

from recognizing and working with her
client's extensive use
of splitting and projective defenses,

Through the use of projective

identification, the trainee was filled with
the sense of rejection

and rage which her client felt after an
abrupt termination by
the previous therapist.

This client, in turn, precipitously

terminated her new therapy after four sessions.
later reflected, "Perhaps if

i

This therapist

had been more experienced,

I

would

have been more able to work therapeutically with the
struggle

between us rather than let it defeat us."
In some instances, it was clear that the therapist's lack

of skill prevented the therapeutic interaction from focusing

on the most pertinent clinical material.

S.Z., seeing her first

client, was overwhelmed by the client's rage and felt inadequate
in her attempts to intervene therapeutically:
I didn't have much patience with her because I didn't
have the ability to deal with her or know how to intervene.
It was hard to evaluate how much of the difficulty
related to the transfer and how much was my general
lack of being able to handle things.
I feel we never
got into a working relationship vv^ere we could talk
about the transfer.

Experienced trainees were more able to work effectively

with initial resistances.

In a few cases, this therapeutic work

was vital to the establishment of a therapeutic alliance with
these transfer clients.

For example, one borderline client's

initial comment to her new therapist, J. A., was an angry and

frightened, "How do

I

know you're not an imposter?"

The therapist,

a rather experienced trainee, was able to contain her client's

anxiety (as well as her own) and direct the flow of communication
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towards a productive discussion of the client's
confusion about
the transfer and her concerns about her new
therapist's capabilities.

The intense and productive initial sessions of
this therapy laid
an important foundation for a successful continuing
treatment.
The relative success or failure during the initial
therapeutic

contacts served to either minimize or exacerbate the
anxiety
level of both client and therapist, to either metabolize
or verify

the projective processes, and to empower or disempower the new

therapist.

Unquestionably, in several cases the trainee's theoretical

and technical abilities limited the therapeutic potential of
these relationships.

The Acceptance of Realistic Expectations

At the same time that these therapists were struggling to
learn how to conduct therapy, many grappled with very basic questions

concerning their expectations for themselves and for therapy.
N.L. recalled her disillusionment after doing several months

of psychodynamically-oriented psychotherapy:
I thought and believed that all I had to do was understand
my client properly and intellectually understand the
process of our relationship. I thought she [client]
would respond by teing freed up and talking more, but
that didn't happen.

S.Z. had started out with a different conception of what

a therapist was like, yet she too felt that she was floundering
soon after beginning work with a very difficult case.

had all these expectations that a therapist is supposed
I really
to be nice, accepting, and understanding.
I

didn't trust my impressions enough to
share them with
ruy client.
I was just listening, reflecting,
and trying
to keep my head above water. But
the more I tried
to be this passive mirror or whatever
I thought a therapist
was supposed to be, the more I got
frustrated and angry.

Therapists often begin their work with
unrealistically high

expectations for themselves and for psychotherapy
(Lenzer, 1955;
Pumpian-Mindlin, 1958; Semrad, 1969).

Maltsberger and Buie (1969)

view the trainee's need to fulfill a narcissistically
determined
ideal image as either a force towards professional
growth or

an impediment.

Ideally, this force will motivate the individual

towards creative identifications with supervisors.

Semrad (1969)

believes that as part of the proccess of becoming a therapist,
trainees must mourn the loss of a systematized, controlled style
and suffer tension and depression as they struggle to comprehend
the unknown inside themselves and their clients.

The Narcissistic Needs of the Therapist

It has been proposed that what beginning therapists lack

in empathy and technique they make up for in enthusiasm

(Pumpian-Mindlin, 1958; Searles, 1979).

Almost all trainees

interviewed reported that compared to their "new" cases, transfer
clients were more frustrating and less satisfying to work with,

especially in the beginning stages of the therapy.

For the trainees,

the transfer client lacked the sense of specialness which often

accompanied the start of a new case.

New therapists commonly

reported feeling that the exciting phase of uncovering the client's

issues had already taken place with the previous
therapist and

their job was siinply to "carry on" or add the finishing
touches.
....I felt most of the time I was just picking up
the
pieces of what had happened before. I really didn't
feel like it was my therapy case— never.
[R.L.]

This sentiment was contrasted with the experience of working

with a client who had not previously seen another therapist.
Typically, there was a sense of the potential for greater involvement

between therapist and client:
I felt generally more relaxed in the room with my other
client [nontransfer] that was partly because of what
type of person she was
But it was also because I
knew I was her first therapist, and that did give me
more of a feeling that we could grow together.
[C.Y.].
,

The client, out of loyalty to the previous therapist and

self -protect ion, characteristically failed to engage enthusiastically

with the new therapist.

This, combined with other dynamics sur-

rounding the transfer, contributed to the frustration of the

new therapist's narcissistic need to be very special and helpful
to the client (Miller, 1979; Scher, 1970).

S.Z. recalled:

I wanted someone to come in and have a positive transference. She was pretty severely disturbed and very
1 had the
negative.
I think I felt overwhelmed
sense that right away she acted as though she were
She [client] didn't make
in the middle of therapy:
or
know
me.... I felt I wasn't
any effort to see me
acknowledged as a person and that was frustrating.

N.L. had considerable difficulty establishing empathic contact

with her client.

In retrospect, she felt her poorly timed comments

about the transfer derived from her need to be important to the
client.

She suspected that the client detected this narcissistic

need and that this may have contributed to their strained inter-

action.
She never let me be important to her and that
was hard
for me. Maybe she picked up on my needs and
kept me
away.

Maltsberger and Buie (1969) point out that unrealistic
rescue
fantasies are another form in which the new therapist's
narcissistic
needs are manifest.

These fantasies, they note, are sometimes

intensified when there has been a previous therapist.

A client

whose original therapist abruptly left the area was transferred
to J.S.

This client presented herself as very self-sufficient

in the initial sessions which disappointed J.S.:
I wish she had come into the sessions more needy, so
that I would have known that there was a place for

me.

It seems likely that this client's stance represented a

projective identification, in that the client forced her new
therapist to experience the feelings which she felt around the
transfer:
herself.

rejected, inconsequential, and without a "place" for
Here, the therapist's narcissistic wound combined with

a relative lack of skill and led her to a passive retreat from

clarifying, confronting, and interpreting the client's initial
resistances.

These interventions possibly could have helped

avoid this client's precipitous termination after only four sessions.
It was common for the transfer to remain a prominent topic

of discussion for the first six sessions or so and not unusual

for there to be references to the previous therapist up to a

year after transfer.

This ongoing exploration of feelings related

to termination with the former therapist and the resulting transfer
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is vital therapeutic material.

For several trainees, their
insecurity

and fragile narcissism made a continual
focus on the previous
therapist extremely difficult to tolerate,
i.e., "I felt like
if I heard her name [previous
therapist] once more

to scream"

(J.s.).

I

was going

This discomfort often led these therapists

to avoid properly working through their
client's reactions to

termination and transfer because of their
impatience with not

being in the limelight, that is, they
inappropriately experienced
a discussion of the importance of the previous
therapist as a

devaluation of themselves.

They clearly did not yet possess

an essential internal sense of themselves as an
effective therapist.

Sense of Self as a Therapist

The trainee's sense of self as a therapist can be defined
as a consistent internal perception of oneself as possessing

the knowledge and skills necessary to make a contribution through

therapeutic work to the client's well-being.

In general, those

trainees who had not yet established this identity of themselves
as effective therapists seemed more reactive to the complicated

dynamics involved in transfer cases.

The transfer situation

created particular demands on new therapists.

Their job consisted

of helping clients to deal with their complex feelings about
the ending of the previous therapy and the transition into the

new work.

The new therapist sought to establish him or herself

as someone who could make a contribution to the client's well-being.

even though, as noted earlier, the
client might defend strongly
against allowing the new therapist
to get close. The new therapist
had to undergo the very trying process
of being compared directly
to the previous therapist, often
with the anticipated result

of being revealed as woefully inadequate,

ihis tendency was

exaggerated when the new therapist had less
clinical experience
than the previous one, as was the case in 13
out of the 18 tranfer

situations investigated, including two instances
in v^ich trainees

picked up cases formerly held by their supervisors.
Therapists-in-training commonly were apprehensive about
what
they could offer their clients.

Ihe displacement of anger or

the projection of feelings of worthlessness onto the new
therapist

was often difficult for the trainee to recognize as defensive
if he or she was unsure v^ether the client's accusations, in

fact, had validity.
J.S. recalled feeling very "intimidated" by her client's

devaluation of her and eulogizing of the former therapist despite
the latter 's abrupt and unexpected termination.

She lamented

that J.S., who actually had more clinical experience, did not

possess the "special" personal qualities of the former therapist.
J.S. was very disturbed by this negative comparison, concerned

that, in fact, she lacked something vital to being a good therapist.

She dealt with her client's bitter complaints as legitimate.
She requested her to articulate how she could improve as a therapist,

rather than recognizing and working with the defensive function
served by this splitting.

....She was threatening my professional
sense— my sense
of adequacy, making me anxious and
angr^^.
Here, it is illustrated how J.s.'s
lack of established sense

of herself as a therapist led her to
become confused and emotional,

thus losing empathic contact with her
client, as well as leaving

her unable to call upon the clinical skills
she did possess.

Guilt and the Transfer
There was a tendency for new therapists to identify
with
their client's disappointment and anxiety about being
transferred.

Feeling unsure of

VN^iether

they were capable of offering the help

that was still needed, some trainees reported feeling
like "imposters."

Many experienced guilt because they felt their clients

had lost someone important and capable and did not believe they

would be able to fill the void.
I went into the first two sessions feeling guilty and
very unsure of myself. Guilty because this guy [client]
sounded like he really had problems. I was very worried
about doing a good job for him and I didn't know if
I could.
And here he was transferring from a therapist
who was a third-year student who had a lot more experience
than I had, and who seemed to know what she was doing.
I did feel guilty.
I felt that in some ways, L. [client]
was being short changed. [C.Y.]

As the perceived gap in experience between the former therapist

and the new therapist increased, the tendency for the trainee
to feel unworthy of continuing the treatment and to feel guilty
increased.

A trainee, E.F.,

viho

had picked up a transfer client

from her supervisor, felt very inadequate to continue that therapy.
The client had specifically requested therapy with the supervisor,
but, after one session, it was discovered that there was a conflict

of interest

v^*lich

made termination of this new work clinically
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indicated.

A transfer was necessary, the only
therapist who

volunteered to continue that work was a
very ambivalent trainee:
Certainly being a trainee as compared to
a senior staff
member I felt there wasn't ver^ much of
anvthing i
could offer her [client]
l was also very' aware that
tne client was very disappointed.
.

E.F. acknowledged feeling much more anxious
than usual with

this case.

It was important to her sense of self as
a therapist

that this client like her.

As a result, she found herself altering

her usual technique by being much more active than
usual in initial
sessions:

"I didn't

want to be seen as inadequate."

It was clear that for several trainees their sense
that

the client had been done an injustice by being transferred
contributed

to the pressure they felt around engaging a transfer client.

At times, over-identification with the clients led trainees who
lacked a solid sense of themselves as therapists to alter their

techniques and strategies, making them less capable of performing
the necessary tasks of a therapist.

think that I became much more outgoing and kind of
welcoming v\^ich I might not have been if she was a
brand new client of mine. I think I tried to win her
over in the first session to try to make up for the
disappointment [transfer] [A.C.]
I

There was a tendency for new therapists to be more tentative

with transfers.

A number reported feeling especially awkward

gathering background information necessary for conducting therapy.
Some felt they were "burdening" their clients by asking them
to repeat details they had previously related.

One trainee,

A.K., recalled feeling "paralyzing anxiety" when he could not

remember whether the interpretation he was about to make was

derived from material he had been told within the
session or
from information read in the client's chart.
The importance of establishing a consistent framework
within

which to conduct therapy has been often emphasized (Langs,
1976;

Kemberg,

1975)

.

A trainee, C.B., who attempted to set down

her rules for treatment, was abruptly interrupted by her transfer

client who insisted she'd heard it all before.

C.B. had felt

that her client had been wounded by the transfer.

She, therefore,

felt reluctant to pursue this issue further and backed down.
It was like she was saying, "Oh, I already know that,
why don't you leave me alone?" So I felt I didn't
want to keep bugging her after all she'd been through
already.
I felt I had to make up for that.
In retrospect, C.B. felt that her tentativeness and apologetic

attitude was a mistake and contributed to, rather than minimized,
the confusion around the transfer since she and the previous
therapist, in fact, worked quite differently.

A few new therapists were reluctant to set appropriate limits
with their clients.

While this is a common phenomenon with trainees,

the tendency seemed to be exacerbated in working with a transfer

case because of the new therapist's guilt and the related fear
of disappointing the client, again.

M.K., for example, got herself

into a pattern in which she allowed the client to call and reschedule

sessions about 60% of the time.

She admitted that this arrangement

developed because, at the start, "it felt really important for
me to make sure the client came in."

The pattern, however, was

not altered during the five-month therapy.

Similarly, A.C. felt

guilty about establishing a meeting time that was not maximally
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convenient to her new client.

She recalled, "I was apologetic

about impinging on her Tuesdays."
The Need of the Trainee to Differentiate
Interestingly, while several therapists struggled with
asserting

themselves and experienced difficulty setting down the
frainework

necessary for conducting therapy, others (six) viewed the
opportunity
to set firm limits as an opportunity to differentiate themselves

from previous therapists.

This turned out to be a crucial element

for a majority of new therapists working with transfer clients:

trainees actively sought out ways in which they could offer something

unique to their transfer clients.
There was also an important adaptive aspect to this internal

search for differentiation.

Trainees would commonly become encouraged

upon envisioning that they could contribute something unique
to the continuing treatment.

This discovery often resulted in

a decrease in the trainees' feelings of guilt and anxiety related
to their position in the transfer.

Consequently, they were more

able to engage enthusiastically in a therapeutic venture with

a "hand-me-down" case.

In situations, however, in \A^ich trainees

possessed unrealistic expectations for psychotherapy and/or v^ose

narcissism resulted in inordinate therapeutic zeal, the desire
to become the "knight in shining armor" on occasion led the trainee
to swoop the client up and dash off in a direction not fully

mapped out.

While "rescuing" the client, the trainee neglected

to adequately consider the client's need or interest in being

carried off in this particular way.

The importance placed on
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offering the client something new
also reflected the trainee's
lack of understanding of the
theory of psychotherapy, including
the significance of processing
terminations and the concept of

working through.
Ihe nearly universal need to differentiate
seemed to derive

from not only the trainee's awareness
of the client's realistic

disappointment over the loss of the former
therapist but also

from a projection of his or her own perception
of him or herself
as inadequate.

There was a resulting anticipation that
the client,

as well as colleagues, supervisors, and
administrators, would

negatively evaluate the new therapist in comparison
to the previous
one.

This dreaded consequence was minimized or avoided
if the

new therapist felt he or she was differentiated from the
previous
therapist by virtue of differences in the areas of personality,
technique, or orientation.

In addition to the avoidance of a

direct comparison of clinical skills, the new therapist's efforts
at differentiation sought to fulfill the narcissistic need to
be special to the client and, in some cases, also to the supervisor.
As part of the process of the transfer, the new therapist

would "size up" the previous therapist and attempt to discover
ways in v^ich he or she was superior or just different.

One

trainee, A.C., redefined her relative lack of experience as an
asset:
I think therapeutically vdiat I had to offer is a kind
of energy you have when you're seeing the first of
a new type of case [an adolescent runaway] .... I also
had a small caseload and I could give her [client]
a lot of attention.
So maybe that's different than
B. [previous therapist] because this work was more

of a novelty to me.

The new therapist was a different sex than
the previous

one in only 4 out of the 18 cases studied.

In each of the four

cases, however, the new therapist related
that this difference

provided him or her with a sense that the dynamics
in the continuing
treatment would unfold in a unique way and would
offer the client
a new experience.

The personalities of the previous therapists were carefully

noted and their clinical skills appraised by the new
therapists.
In situations in which weakness in the previous therapist
was

observed or reported to the new therapist by a colleague, the
trainee would commonly feel encouraged.

J.A.'s impressions of

a less experienced, previous therapist left her feeling that

she could provide a great deal to the new client that hadn't

been available in the prior therapy:
She [previous therapist] was reserved and not terribly
experienced. In her effort to be helpful, I think
she went overboard and was not helpful. She had trouble
setting limits on the client sessions would run over,
she let the client call her at home all the time
This
may sound cocky as hell, but I felt I could offer her
a lot more.
I could not only do the maintenance stuff,
but set better limits and probably do more interpretation
of ^at was going on in our relationship.

—

Sometimes only a minimum of knowledge about the previous

therapist was available.

In two of these cases, the new therapist

seemed to take a quickly formed impression about the previous

therapist's personality and use it defensively to devalue the
former therapist in order to boost his or her own confidence.
This need to differentiate oneself was manifest not only as an

.
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internal process within the
trainee, but also, in a number
of
cases, led to visible and dramatic
changes in clinical technique.

The effect of the need to
differentiate on tre^^^n^n^

it

is essential to keep in mind
that the trainee's relative
achieve^nt

in the four areas which comprise
the developmental level of the

therapist interacted to fuel the need
to differentiate, ihese
forces can be conceptualized as
developmental countertransf erence

Certainly, psychogenetic countertransference
also played an essential
role, but this factor will not be
considered here, rather it

will be the primary focus of the following
chapter,

in several

cases, the importance of differentiating
oneself was so strong

that it caused the trainee to abruptly alter his
or her clinical

approach which may not have been in the client's best
interests.
In one instance, a beginning therapist2 precipitously
and without

discussion insisted that a client who had brought her child into
the therapy room return the child to the waiting room so the

individual therapy could continue without disruption.

This trainee

related that she was very aware that the previous therapist had
on occasion allowed the child to come into sessions.

She viewed

this situation as an opportunity to "establish" herself as "different"

than the former therapist and pounced on it:

"To put it bluntly

hate being compared and that's definitely at the root of all
this."
In three cases, dramatic shifts in treatment modality were

^This case was supervised by the author and was not one of the 18
cases specifically investigated for this project.

I

.

proposed by the new therapist.

While arguments were made that

these suggested changes were in the
client's best interests,

their initiation seemed at least
partially to result from the

new therapist's wish to make a unique
impression on the client.
One beginning therapist, R.L., felt
that compared to the more
experienced, psychodynamically-oriented
previous therapist, she

had "absolutely no strengths."

m

order to minimize her anxiety

about possible comparisons, R.L. chose to
conduct the therapy
as differently as possible from the previous
one, including shifting
to a behavioral approach which focused on very
different and

specific issues.

The following quotation illustrates how desperately

important it was for this trainee to carve out a niche of her
own:

figured that she [previous therapist] was better
at everything. But I knew that I would run the therapy
differently because we're individuals. I was a different
person, so it had to be different, and in a sense,
you can't compare apples and oranges even though they're
both fruit
So I felt that knowing this would be
different was the only way I could save any redeeming
self-esteem I had at that time. I went in set out
to fail, if I had continued v^^at she [previous therapist]
had done. But by not continuing that, I had more chance
to succeed [sic]
I

This case will be examined in greater detail in Chapter VIII.

A variation of this phenomenon was seen in the work of a
trainee, S.Z., with a very difficult borderline client.

In this

situation, the need to differentiate and the consequent shift
in the focus of the treatment was greatly influenced by the trainee's

narcissistic needs, as well as her lack of individual psychotherapy
skills.

The client was transferred after a year of marginally
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successful individual therapy in which
sessions were missed frequently.

The client presented herself as
very angry and "over-

powering" in the first session.

S.Z. complained that the client

refused to "recognize" her as a unique
individual.

Seemingly

in an attempt to "hook" her client,
S.Z. in this initial session

proposed switching to couples therapy because
the client complained

bitterly about her husband.

S.Z. confided that her clinical

skills felt inadequate to contain the anger and
anxiety manifest

by her client:
That's another reason why I felt couples therapy
might
be good, because there would be someone else [her
husband]
in the room to modify her.
In another case, the move toward differentiation seemed

motivated by narcissistic needs in addition to an inability to
accept realistic expectations for the treatinent of a chronically
ill client.

I.F., who characterized himself as "an enthusiastic

convert to systems thinking," volunteered to pick up a severely
disturbed, middle-aged woman with a long history of psychiatric

hospitalizations because it looked like a "really good family
case."

The client had been seen by the previous therapist for

three years in individual supportive psychotherapy.

I.F. had

rather grandiose expectations for the results he and his new

approach could bring:
Things hadn't changed in 20 years. There were definitely
rescue fantasies. I was going to be the knight in
shining armor. It looked very straightforward. I
figured I'll do this and it will be good and I'll feel
real good afterwards and impress my supervisors and
peers.
The client, however, was unwilling to cooperate with this
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"master plan."

she refused to bring her family
into sessions

and terminated treatment after two
sessions,

l^e concern, mentioned

above, of evaluation by supervisors
and peers often impacted

on the work of the new therapist, these
factors will be discussed
in Chapters VI and VII.

Summary

It has been proposed that the developmental
level of trainees

can be gauged by their relative achievement in the following
four areas:
2)

1)

the acquisition of theoretical and clinical skills,

the acceptance of realistic expectations for treatment,

the moderation of narcissistic needs, and

4)

3)

the acquisition

of a sense of onself as an effective therapist.

The transfer

situation proposed unique challenges to trainees who were struggling
for mastery in the above areas.

Developmental countertransference

issues, that is, universal and vital concerns generic to trainees

such as competence and competition become concretized and crystallized
vy*ien

working with transfer cases.

For this reason, almost all

trainees reported that their work with transfer clients was less

enjoyable and more problematic than with "new" clients.
The interactive nature of this process is important to underscore.

The trainees who had achieved a sense of competence and

a perception of themselves as effective therapists were more

able to help their clients, who were commonly very anxious and/or
angry, to understand and work through their reactions to the
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transfer.

Conversely, trainees who felt inadequate
and insecure

were particularly vulnerable and reactive
to the dynamics of
the transfer situation which involved
both real and imagined

attacks or unfavorable comparisons by their
clients, colleagues,
supervisors, or administrators,

ihe related anxiety and unstable

sense of themselves contributed to their inability
to function

properly as therapists.

They were unable to deal objectively

with their clients' projective processes nor did their anxiety
permit them to make appropriate empathic connections.
The need of the trainees to differentiate themselves from

previous therapists was explored.

When trainees felt they were

able to offer their clients something unique, it appeared to

have adaptive significance, in that trainees were able to engage
more enthusiastically with these clients.

At times, however,

the need for clarity and differentiation in working with transfer

situations led to abrupt changes in clinical technique with negative

therapeutic consequences.

A shift in treatment modality, when

proposed before an appropriate assessment has been made, can
be viewed as an attempt by the new therapist to quickly resolve
the confusion and anxiety v^ich accompanied the transfer.

The

proposed switch immediately provided the new clinician with the

grandiose hope that he or she now held the key (never used before)
to implementing significant therapeutic change.

Chessick (1971)

viewed beginning therapists' attempts to draw conclusions prematurely
or to invest rigidly in a particular orientation as flights from
anxiety.

The shift in modality also seemed to be an effort to

assure a clear distinction between the
two therapies and the
two therapists.

.

CHAPTER

,

V

COUNTERTRANSFERENCE

Introduction

Defining counter transference is a
difficult task (see Racker,
1972, for a review).

Heiinan

(1950), in a pioneering paper, defined

countertransference as "all the responses of
the analyst to the
patient."

She emphasized the importance of exploring
these responses

as a tool for further understanding the
patient's dynamics rather

than the previous view of countertransference
as a pathological

influence from within the analyst that disrupts the
therapeutic

process (Freud, 1937).

Langs (1978) has proposed that countertrans-

ference, representing the idiosyncratic and pathological
feelings

and responses of the therapist, and non-countertransf erence

defined as the therapist's iDehavioral and affective reactions
to the client which can be consensual-ly and psychoanalytical
ly

validated as realistic and appropriate, represent two poles on
a continuum.

Prominent writers have emphasized that all object

relationships are comprised of a blending of "real" and transference
components (Greenson, 1972; Stone, 1961)
The previous chapter was devoted to delineating the anxieties,
fears, hopes, and dynamics

v»*iich

arise more or less universally

for trainees primarily because of their developmental level.
I

have proposed the term developmental countertransference to

characterize these factors influencing the trainee that result
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predominantly from his or her status
as a neophyte,

m

the following

chapter, countertransference
will be defined as the attitudes
and behaviors of the trainee
which primarily derive from his
or her early life experiences
and relationships. These
psychogenetic

influences need not result in
pathological responses by the trainee.

Father they simply bias the trainee
to experience the transfer
situation in a highly personal way.

The dynamics of each trainee

is likely to lead him or her to have
a unique reaction to his

or her position in the transfer
situation, as well as to the

client, the previous therapist, the
supervisor, and the administration.

These responses may either assist or impede
the trainee

in his or her ongoing work.

Information about these countertransference reactions
was

necessarily limited by the nature of the interview.

It relied

exclusively on the trainee to be introspective and reflect on
the parallels between the dynamics and issues that arose in
the

transfer situation and those that were salient in his or her
family of origin.

The interviewer's impressions of the trainees

were frequently helpful in hypothesizing additional factors which

may have been at work.

Countertransference to the Interviewer

The data in this study were derived from interviews done

by the author.

The form and content of these interviews were

necessarily subject to many of the same forces which shaped the
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trainees, work with transfer
clients.

Con^^nly, it took between

a half-hour and an hour for
the trainee to begin to
share the
-re personal details of his or her
experience. For this reason,

potentially threatening subjects
such as parallels to the
trainee's
family of origin were investigated
towards the end of the interview,
in several cases, the
interviewer previously knew the
trainee
and, in most cases, this
contributed to a more immediate
sense
of rapport and consequent
openness.

The most prevalent attitude among
the trainees seemed to

be a desire to please the interviewer
with an accompanying concern

about evaluation,

m

general, the positive aspects of the
trans-

ference helped motivate trainees to
participate in a working

alliance (Greenson, 1965) with the
interviewer, thus enhancing

collaboration toward a highly personal and
detailed record of
their experience.

Phrases such as "I'm not sure if this is what

you want but..." or "I hope that was helpful"
were very common.
One group who seemed to have a stronger or different
response
to the male interviewer were trainees who had fathers
they described
as highly critical and punitive.

One of these trainees, H.F.,

at the conclusion of an interview in which there had been considerable

self-disclosure, sheepishly confessed, "I feel like I've somehow

disappointed

you— that

I

didn't give you what you really needed."

This concern paralleled the trainee's heightened sensitivity
to criticism from his client, supervisor, and administrators
in his conducting of the therapy.
In other cases in which father figures were viewed as threat-

ening, trainees tended to be
more guarded and defensive.

CM.,

who described her father as "the
kind of person who took away
any credit or success by pointing
out the failure/' was noticeably
cautious about revealing anything about
her affective experience
of the case to the interviewer.
S.Z., who "liked to do things her own
way," resisted the

interviewer's attempts to stick to even the
limited structure
of the information gathering interview.

CP.

Similarly, two trainees,

and I.F., appeared to be in a competitive
struggle with

the interviewer.

Spontaneous comments such as, "I bet

what you're looking for" or

"I

I

know

knew you were going to ask that"

indicated these trainees had concerns about being in
a position
of vulnerability or being "evaluated" by a colleague.

In general,

observing the trainee's style of relating in the interview provided
important additional data v^ich the author could use to modify
or amplify the content of what he or she was communicating.

Reactions to the Client's Position in the Transfer Situation

Countertransference feelings to individual clients are an
important component to every psychotherapy conducted.

The focus

of this study, however, was on a more specific type of counter-

transference
situation.

\A*iich

seemed triggered by the dynamics of the transfer

There were a few therapists whose early experiences

caused them to identify with the client's position of "Second-hand
Rose," Others related strongly to the client's experience of
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being abruptly displaced, in
this case, by the n^ntal
health
system. One trainee, J.S.,
shared that her family has
had
"destructive" encounters with
psychologists and psychiatrists.

n^s

She had a strong investment
that if she was going to be a
therapist,
"I'd better be a helpful one
and not torture people or screw

them up worse than ever."

j.s.'s strong words indicate that

she heavily identified with her
client's resentment at being
let down by a helping professional.

Her need, however, to intro-

jectively identify with her client made
her unable to clearly
see the dynamics that were being played
out in the transference.

This "introjective hunger" (Langs,
1977) derives from the therapist's

inordinate and inappropriate needs to introject
and contain pathological and healthy parts of the client.

This is distinguished

from the appropriate transitory identification
necessary for

empathic responsiveness.

While the above trainee's dynamic issues impeded her work

with this transfer client, other trainees' past experience helped
them feel more comfortable with the transfer situation.

A.C. recalled

that as an adolescent several abrupt changes occurred in her
life.

She reasoned that these experiences helped make her particu-

larly "sensitive" to how the client might feel "being tossed

around and feeling like she had no power."

A.C. realized that

she had never adequately processed the emotional impact of these

changes and, consequently, had lost an important opportunity
for growth.

This experience helped her recognize the client's

need to deal with her emotional response to a change that was

out of her control, that is, the
transfer of therapists.
Another trainee, J.A., related that her
family's dynamics

help^ prepare her
transfer situation.

for her role as the new therapist in
a confusing

Her past experience and personality also

helped her feel familiar with the issues
involved and confident
that she could take charge and be effective.
I'm the strong one in my family, my sister
is handicapped
I m the one v^ho helps the weak one
out.
I'm also the
mediator in the family, i would say stuff directly
and try to bring people together. I'm used to
situations
that aren't together—my parents are divorced.
I'm
familiar with mixed loyalties and transfers. I'm used
to situations where boundaries aren't clear and used
to making the best out of difficult situations so that
they do become rewarding.

This trainee's relationship with her sibling also seemed to enhance
a sense of competence and comfort vis-a-vis the previous therapist.

Reactions to the Previous Therapist

Most trainees acknowledged a desire to be compared favorably
to the previous therapist in the eyes of the client, supervisor,

colleagues, and administrators.

The desire to be competent and

to strive for mastery should be an important drive in all trainees.
For a certain percentage of trainees, however, "competition"

between the new therapist and the previous one seemed to be a

particularly charged issue for psychodynamic reasons.

The trainee'

experience in his or her family of origin affected the perception
of his or her position in the configuration of people involved
in the transfer situation.

For some, this influence inhibited
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the trainee's work, for others
it facilitated it.

N.L.

,

v^ose

relationship with a weak sibling
was quite similar to the
above-mentioned example of J.A.

with confidence.

,

had anticipated the transfer

She intuitively felt she could
do the job more

effectively than her predecessor.
In a few cases, the trainee's
drive to succeed and to differ-

entiate from the previous therapist
seemed to derive from issues
relating to sibling rivalry.

One student, A.C., recognized the

parallel between her "intense rivalry"
with an older brother

and her attitude towards the more experienced
previous theapist.

Now that

I think about it, J.
[previous therapist]
was three times as experienced as me and
smoother too
and that sounds like my older brother....!
never could
compete successfully with him because he was four
years
older than me
i think when I picked up the transfer
case, I wanted to win her [client] over and worked
hard to compete with what J. had done, as I had done
with my brother.

As a result with this transfer client, A.C. observed
herself

being more active and a bit more solicitous than was her usual
style.
In a comparable situation, A.K. "turned away from" what

the previous therapist had done by switching from a dynamic therapy
to a behavioral one.

This trainee reflected that this shift

in modality had been influenced by his need to forge a unique

identity in this situation which he felt probably derived from
the dynamics of his relationship with his brother:

"What keeps

coming up is that there was a part of me that wanted to be different
than her [previous therapist] and that's how

older brother."

I

felt about my

While A.K. felt clinically justified in switching

,

modalities, he acknowledged the role
of dynamic factors in his

wish to differentiate himself from
the previous therapist.
T.G., the oldest of four children,
picked up a client who

had been transferred several times,

in her family, she had always

been the "model" and leader; the experience
of following in the
footsteps of a more senior clinician was a
foreign one to her.

Being in this position provoked considerable
anxiety in this
trainee who enjoyed being the trend setter.

She worked especially

hard doing "extra" outreach work with other
agencies in an attempt
to establish herself as "in charge" and have her
name associated

with the client's case in many different spheres.
During her interview, J.s. made a startling realization

about how the past had impacted upon her dealing with the transfer
situation.

She had had great difficulty tolerating the rivalry

and resentment she felt towards the previous therapist.

This

discomfort, she realized, was probably connected to a childhood

trauma which she admitted she had "repressed for many years."
J.S. had a younger sister

had a serious medical condition.

This illness resulted in her receiving a great deal of the parents'
attention, leaving J.S. "jealous and hateful."
at age three.

This sister died

J.S. recalled feeling terribly guilty and admitted

to subsequently feeling extremely conflicted about situations

involving competition.

She noted similarities between the person-

alities of her lost sister and the previous therapist

v*io

was

idealized by the client:
There was a parallel because D. [previous therapist]
like my sister, was always cheerful and bright so

—

it was difficult to feel like

I

wanted to smack her.

TO her dismay, J.s. felt that she
lost objectivity with this
case, admitting that her intense
anxiety around competition con-

tributed to this substantially.

While issues relating to the impact of
relationships with
siblings was rather commonly mentioned, for
a few trainees, their

patterns of relating to parents seemed to have
had a more significant
impact on their attitude toward the previous
therapist.
trainee,

CM., related that her "incredible desire

One

to succeed"

with her transfer case was a reaction against an
upbringing in
v^^ich her parents did not support her education
or encourage

self-improvement.

She also recognized a similar reaction when

she worked with clients who had had other therapists in
the distant
past.

She acknowledged a tendency to invest more time and energy

in cases in which other therapists had been involved in order

to "prove" herself as worthy of continuing therapy for this indi-

vidual .

CP.

felt strongly influenced by his father's messages about

competition and felt that this shaped his view of the previous
therapist, also a man.

He recalled his father maintaining a

position of power with the children through constant criticism,

most likely,

CP.

observed, a projection of the father's insecurity.

Unwittingly, however,

CP.

adopted a similar attitude:

saw all relationships between men as competitive.
had problems in childhood, I had to convince myself
[previous
I was good.
I think I instinctively devalued D.
therapist] to discredit him
There was a parallel
with my family, in that there was only a winner and
a loser, a victim or victimizer, with no in between.
I

I
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It seemed clear from this trainee's
frequent disparagement of

the more experienced previous
therapist that the devaluation

served to help bolster his fragile
sense of himself.

him to begin his

v;Drk

This allowed

with this client with a sense of
confidence,

albeit a false one.
In beginning therapy with a transfer
client, A.P. related

her reluctance to alter the modality of
treatment used previously

despite having serious questions about its
appropriateness.
As this lack of action was explored further,
A.P.'s hesitation

seemed to relate to an idealization of those who
had come before

her and a subsequent devaluation of herself.

This feeling seemed

rooted in her obvious awe of her mother, a very successful
clinician.
I compare myself to my mom a lot and she
is a tough
act to follow. She works harder and is more involved
than me.... So I can see myself assigning the role of
competent to someone else and assume what they've been
doing is really good.

Thus far, it has been demonstrated that dynamic factors

clearly impact on the trainees' responses to the client, previous
therapist, and transfer situation.

Again, here, it is important

to look beyond the transfer triangle and to explore trainees'

countertransference responses to supervisors and its impact on
the treatment of the transfer case.

The Response to the Supervisor

Countertransference reactions or attitudes toward supervisors

were not uncommon among trainees, who often viewed their supervisors

as powerfully important
individuals.

This section, however,

will limit the focus of
discussion to countertransference
dynamics
which seemed particularly
triggered by the transfer
situation.
E.F. related a story about
her acquisition of a transfer

case from her supervisor.

Due to a conflict of interest,
the

supervisor had to transfer a client
with whom she had recently
begun.

The supervisor presented this
case at a staff meeting

and none of the trainees or staff
showed any interest in getting

involved in this situation.

After an "unbearably long" silence,

E.F. volunteered to treat the case,
feeling somewhat "obligated"

to help her supervisor get out of
this jam.

E.F. recognized

this action as part of a pattern for
her in her family,

she

would frequently take the family "off the hook"
by breaking "long
silences" at the dinner table with an appropriate
emotional comment
or by sacrificing her own needs in times of
crisis.

In this

case, there was a clear carry over into her
relationship to a

supervisor.

While this supervisor did not continue working directly

with this case, she remained E.F.'s supervisor on other ones.
E.F. felt, however, that in both direct and subtle ways her supervisor

continued to make suggestions about how that case should be handled.
This style struck a sensitive spot for E.F.:
Unfortunately, my supervisor's style is very much like
my mother's. Her taking over and intruding on my work
is very much something my mother would have done.
E.F. felt undermined and without real power in her work with

this case.

Many trainees acknowledged
the wish to please their
supervisor,
one trainee, I.F., very early
in treatment, decided to
switch
treatir^nt modalities with his
transfer case.

As this decision

was explored, it became clear
that one factor motivating this
switch was his effort to win. the
approval of his supervisor who
he knew had a particular leaning
towards family work: "it was

an issue of trying to please my
supervisor as it was important
for me to please my father."

Unfortunately, this trainee's zeal

to please his supervisor/ father led him
to make interventions

that were poorly timed v^ich contributed
to a premature termination.
In one case, the previous therapist's
supervisor, also the

director of the clinic, appeared to be the
object of the countertransference feelings of a trainee.

S.Z., whose father had pushed

her to go into the family business, conveyed a strong
sense of
not wanting to be dragged along with tradition.

There seemed

to be a hostile rejection of the way the case had been
supervised

before, that is, to do a lot of interpreting rather than limit
setting.

S.Z. chose to shift approaches to this client:
I think that's a part of my identity that I like to
do things my own way. I don't like to get caught up
in the rules.

This sense of defiance was also noted in her response to the
interviewer.

Of some concern is that S.Z. seemed to view her

shift in approach as a testimony to her independence rather than
a judgment based on clinical indicators.
C.Y. acknowledged a "paternal transference" to her supervisor

whose opinion of her became "incredibly important."

She hypothesized.

.

though, that her supervisor's
issues also contributed to the

unfolding dynamics in their relationship.

c.Y. sometimes sensed

that she and her supervisor were
"in collusion" while working

on this case to exclude and diminish
the contribution of the
previous therapist (and supervisor)
who worked with a different
theoretical orientation.

This dynamic closely paralleled the

relationship she had with her own father:
Dr. M. and I worked together as an
exclusive team that
did not include T. [previous therapist].
That's a
feeling I had with my father and sister,
because my
father and I were much closer....! had that
feeling
supervision, that I'm the good little girl,
I'm
the favorite, I'm the daughter and T. is
not.

m

It is likely that this oedipally-toned relationship
was gratifying

to both C.Y. and her supervisor and may have led
to improved

col laboration

Summary

To the extent that the interviews provided data, this chapter

focused on the impact of countertransf erence , that is, psychogenetic
influences on the trainee working with a transfer case.

was distinguished from developmental countertransf erence

This
,

a term

coined to describe the attitudes and feelings which derive primarily
from the fact that the trainee is a beginner.

The early experiences

and relationships of trainees, especially feelings related to

rivalry and the need for approval, were seen to affect their
responses to the transfer situation, as well as to the research
interview.

Depending on the nature of these early influences.
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the trainee's work was either
conplicated or facilitated.

Trainees

v^ose fathers were perceived as
dominant and critical appeared,
as a group, to have a particularly
difficult time with issues

that got stirred up by the transfer
situation, as well as in
the interview.

Although this information was not directly
available

to the author, it was apparent that
working on a transfer case

also presented supervisors with situations
which easily evoked

countertransference feelings related to issues of
rivalry, loyalty,
and triangularization.

Again, it was obvious that the trainee's

experience of working with a transfer case was influenced
by
factors outside of the immediate two-dimensional triangle
of

previous therapist, client, and new therapist.

CHAPTER

VI

The Administrative Context

Introduction

Ideally, psychotherapy is a private
affair, v^ich takes

place in a safe, holding environment (Winnicott,
1956; Langs,
1973)

.

These conditions are essential not only for
the client

but also for the therapist.

During training, however, the work

of the therapist comes under the scrutiny of others:

colleagues, and administration.

supervisors,

This "fish bowl" effect is even

more prominent in the work with transfer cases.

It is essential

to an adequate understanding of psychotherapy and supervision,

especially of transfer cases, to realize that they are taking
place within a total institutional setting v^ich maintains standards
and policies concerning the training of its students.

The thera-

pist-in-training, v*iile attempting to learn psychotherapy and

about his or her unique reactions to clients, at the same time

had to fulfill the expectations of a training program by maintaining
a certain standard of performance.

More often than not, the

trainees interviewed for this study had to contend with expectations

and regulations imposed by both the agencies at v^ich they were

placed and by their respective graduate programs.

Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958) maintained that the therapist's
contact with administration was predominantly an indirect one.
It seemed clear, however, that for a number of the transfer cases
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investigated the impact of administrative
factors was quite significant and direct. The trainee's
perceived position within a

clinic or graduate program clearly
contributed to the student's
sense of security v^ich affected his
or her work with clients
and supervisors.

This chapter will focus on the
influence of

the administrative context on the
trainee's experience.

An essential

aspect of that context is the supervisory
relationship.

This

key element will be discussed in detail
in a separate chapter
to follow.

Arriving at a New Setting

The assignment of transfer cases almost always coincided

with a trainee's transition to a new clinical setting, and/or
to a new supervisor or supervisory team.

This was a time in

which trainees universally verbalized that they were very anxious
to make favorable impressions on others.

They were quite sensitive,

therefore, to how their clinical work with these new clients

would be viewed.
This period of time clearly involved great change not only

for trainees but for the agencies themselves which had to deal

with the loss of established staff and the assimilation of new,
often less experienced, therapists.

Frequently, transfer clients

were the first cases assigned to a new trainee as he or she arrived
at a new placement.

This unavoidable, but unfortunate timing,

served to complicate the already complex transfer situation.

.
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The Assignment of Cases
The manner in v^ich cases were
assigned to trainees was

often dictated by the administration
of the clinic.

The number

of clients assigned, as well as the
amount of variety in the

caseload, was felt to be an important
part of the trainee's experience.

In a number of cases, it was the
administration's need

which was the over-riding factor in the
transfer of a case rather
than training needs or the clinical needs of
the client.

A graphic example of this occurred when a clientl
being
seen at a community clinic demanded a transfer
to another therapist.

The client, who had a reputation for being loud and
demanding,

resided in one of the wealthier towns in the community.
agency's funding had just been cut.

The

The agency decided to go

along with this clinically inappropriate demand, because, as
the trainee who picked up this case explained:
If the agency did not go along with her request, she
could then bring this up to the town council and the
school committee. She could probably raise a stink
v^ich would then not be in the best interests of the
agency who at this point is trying to regain their
image in the community [sic]

In a somev^at similar situation, an experienced trainee

was requested by the head of the clinic to take on a high risk
suicidal client who was being tranf erred.

According to the trainee,

this request came only a week after the same administrator had

advised this student not to take on further clinical responsibilities
in order to focus more completely on the academic requirements

^This client was not part of the study, but was mentioned by a trainee
while being interviewed about a different case.
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of the program,

in this case, the administrator's
request, based

on clinical indication as well as
a need for the clinic to maintain
its reputation in the community,
placed the trainee in the awkward

position of either having to refuse the
administrator's request
or to compromise his own training
goals.
In another case, a student's supervisor
needed to transfer

a case due to a conflict of interest that
had developed.

When

the supervisor presented this case to the
clinic staff of 20,

no one expressed interest.

The trainee, E.F., finally interrupted

the long silence and volunteered to take on the
transfer case

even though her caseload was full.

As her motivation for volunteering

was explored further, it became clear that E.F., who had
received
an unfavorable evaluation from this supervisor a month earlier,

was trying to "score points" with her supervisor by doing her
this "favor."
In several sites, there were problems with trainees being

assigned clients to treat.

In some cases, this difficulty resulted

from confusion about vAiether student therapists could be reimbursed
for treating certain clients and, in other cases, simply due

to a general dearth of intakes at a particular clinic.

For a

number of trainees, their attitudes reflected a disappointment
that their new clients were transfer cases, yet a desperate wish
to begin their psychotherapy training. The following quote typified
the plight of these trainees:

There was a lot of confusion around this case. It
wasn't clear that she needed to continue in treatment. .but
my concern was that I wanted clients. If I didn't
pick her up, it would have left me with only one client.
.

.
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I was concerned I'd never
get any cases.
pass one up. (M.K)

couldn't

I

Among the trainees interviewed at
different settings, there
was considerable variation in the nuinber
of clients that were
to be seen.

The trainees' caseload often had an
important effect

on their experience working with transfer
cases.

For seven out

of the 18 trainees interviewed, a transfer
client was their only

client for several weeks at the beginning of their
practicum.
As discussed earlier in Chapter IV, trainees typically
were pre-

occupied with their sense of competence as therapists.

When

a trainee has only one case to focus on, that case often
became

the "test" of whether or not the trainee was therapeutically
adept.

It is clear that "one case is too many, "2 in that it

funnels an inordinate amount of attention and anxiety onto an

already difficult clinical situation.

The number of clients

seen also was felt to have a significant effect on the trainee's

supervisory experience, an issue which will be discussed more

fully in the following chapter.

Don't Rock the Boat if You're a New Sailor
Several trainees commented that they felt hesitant about

asserting themselves in a new setting.

The trainee's manner

of approaching a new case and a new setting is necessarily influenced

by the developmental level of the tiierapist (Chapter
countertransference issues (Chapter V)

,

IV)

as well as the adminis-

trative factors discussed in this chapter.
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and

am indebted to Harold Raush for this paradoxical gem.

While many therapists felt a need to
differentiate themselves
in some way from the previous therapist,
frequently trainees

felt more comfortable not disrupting the
status quo.

There were

two very similar cases in which trainees
were assigned to unappealing

transfer cases.

In addition, these trainees reported
feeling

inhibited in applying the clinical strategies that
they felt

were most effective because of their awareness of
being new at
the agency.

*

In one case an adolescent was assigned to A.K.,
yet there

were two other therapists involved with the family.

A.K. felt

this situation was "crazy" and preferred not to work this way.
He

was reluctant, however, to attempt to alter the system the agency
had previously established:
I would have changed the configuration of players,
but I couldn't change things in one fell swoop the
system was too entrenched. I was the newcomer on the
block, and the newcomers don't come in and tell the
old-timers v*iat to do.

—

In the other case, A. P., a relatively experienced trainee,

was assigned an adolescent transfer case.

She continued to do

individual treatment with this girl as the previous therapist

had done, although her clinical judgment was that the most effective

work with this client could occur in family therapy with the
patient and her foster parents.

In retrospect, A. P. felt her

reluctance to take charge reflected her anxiety about her position
as a newcomer;

Part of not taking control had to do with being new
at the agency, not knowing the laws in the state, not
knowing v^at was appropriate within the agency. Not
taking a lot of initiative and just going along with

.

things was part of that feeling.

The Public Nature of the Transfer Case

A number of trainees disclosed that they felt additional
anxiety or pressure around the treatment of transfers because
of the familiarity of the client to others at their placement.

Colleagues, supervisors, administrators, and even receptionists

were privy to certain information regarding the previous therapy
and therapist.

Sederer (1975) has described the rivalrous nature

of training programs, most of which is denied or repressed.

New therapists often spoke about being very conscious of how
they would be compared to others.

One trainee, T.G.

,

recalled

dreading a possible precipitous termination of her transfer case,
an individual v^o was highly visible and well known to several
memters of the clinic staff.

The patient had previously attended

therapy sessions very regularly.
I would have been so embarrassed. .. .Everyone in the
clinic would think I'm a terrible therapist, that I
did something awful. He always came to sessions with
M. (previous therapist)

A.K. acknowledged that within his clinic there was prestige

attached to how long you were able to hold onto a client.

Whether

the client attended sessions or not was observable to others

within the clinic:
To some extent your merit as a therapist was weighed
by the amount of time your client stayed with you,
not necessarily the quality of the work done.
Another therapist, J.S., recollected that she "sensed

expectations" from her colleagues on her
supervisory team,

m

fact, four of the members of the team
had knowledge of this case

either through the patient's previous
individual therapy, her
prior couples therapy, or the patient's
boyfriend's individual
therapy, all of which took place within the
same clinic,

j.s. com-

mented:
I started feeling like everyone had
a lot of opinions
about the case... it was real incestuous. I
worried
it might interfere with my sessions.

She felt idealized by the team; she was expected
to mobilize

this previously resistant client.

When difficulties arose, J.S.

recalled feeling very responsible for this lack of progress.
The team thought she was a really good candidate for
individual therapy and here I was ready to box her
ears, so v^at the hell was wrong with me that I couldn't
be a therapist for this woman?

While the predominant feeling among trainees interviewed
was that the increased exposure of their work to colleagues was
problematic, several trainees remarked that the clinical team

had been an inportant, supportive influence with these transfer
cases.

At times, colleagues, after hearing process notes from

a session, would provide verification that the client was indeed

being very difficult.

They provided support and reality testing

to counter the client's, or in some cases the trainee's, assertions

that his or her incompetence was solely responsible for existing
tensions.
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Academic Factors— The Training Program

While there is an expectation that a trainee
in his or her

development will encounter struggles and difficulties,
clinical
programs and agencies must establish certain
expectations for

competence from their students in order to fulfill
the requirements
of their training programs.

At times, this background pressure

becomes a more tangible concern for some trainees.

On occasion,

a trainee's difficulties may necessitate an intervention
from
the administration.

These interventions may involve the trainee

being "called in on the carpet," or the suggestion/ request that
the trainee begin personal psychotherapy, or putting the student

on "probation."

Two trainees interviewed were put on probational

status by their training programs.

For these students, their

effectiveness with transfer clients, the first clients of the

new semester, was viewed as crucial to their continued enrollment
in graduate training.

One student's difficulties resulted in the director of training

becoming his supervisor, so that his work could be scrutinized
and evaluated more directly.

CP. recalled

the pressure and

anxiety:

felt like my ass was on the line with that case....
It had me concerned about v^ether I would have to
leave this program, then what would I do?
I

As the administrative "crisis" faded and the therapist's

position in the program became more solid, he reported an increased

ability to be open in supervision and, consequently, greater
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effectiveness in his therapeutic work.

Another student's experience was
very similar.

H.F. recalled

feeling pressure to do effective
clinical work with a transfer

client who had been extremely difficult
with her previous therapist.
...I had to engage this woman for my
own sense of
safety at the agency and as a student,
that if I
didn't It would reflect on me, regardless
of what
happened with the previous therapist. ..
.Because I was
on probation, I had to work harder not
only
to make it productive and enjoyable for
her... but
somehow to translate that into a way my
supervisor
could see it and then the school could hear
it
from the supervisor.

In another student's case, a professor's
regulations required

that he carry a certain number of cases a specified
length of
time in order to get credit for his particular course.

The trainee,

I.F., felt his work was influenced considerably by a need
to

keep his clients happy and coming to sessions.

At times, he

reported feeling conflicted about making the interventions that
seemed clinically indicated because of these academic concerns.

Summary

The psychotherapy of transfer cases often began at the same
time trainees were adjusting to a new setting.

Therapists had

to adapt to a new administrative context with its unique social,
clinical, academic, and political pressures.

In various ways,

these factors impacted significantly on the initial stage of

therapy and, in some cases, influenced the work throughout the
treatment.

Supervision was viewed as a crucial component of

the administrative context by
many trainees.

The impact of the

trainee's supervisory experience
on the ongoing treatment will
be discussed in detail in the
following chapter.

CHAPTER VII
The Supervisory Experience

Introduction

The supervisory relationship is a
crucial component of every

training experience.

Along with the actual work with clients,

supervision was considered by trainees as
the primary setting
for learning to be a therapist.

In addition to their obvious

clinical and administrative importance,
supervisors were often

perceived as intimately and powerfully involved
in the trainee's
affective experience.

This was strikingly illustrated during

the interviewing process when seven out of eighteen
trainees

nede slips of the tongue and mistakenly called their
supervisors,
their "therapists."
Ideally, supervisors can help students modulate their personal

anxieties sufficiently to focus on the tasks of learning psychotherapy

and developing a professional identity in a new setting.

Establishing

a comfortable and useful supervisory relationship is rarely a

simple task, as the trainee is typically preoccupied with his

or her own sense of corrpetence v>^ich often paradoxically inhibits
learning.

Buie and Maltzberger (1969) point out that the process

of being supervised can be "painful" for the trainee.
[supeirvision] .. .involves a confrontation with his inadequacies, many of which are a part of his own personality.
His distress is made more acute by the tacit comparison
of himself with his experienced, relatively more able
supervisor, v\^o is usually seen as nearly all-capable.
We could properly describe the result as a narcissistic
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""^^""^
^^^^^ ^^"^^ °f himself as
^I'Si'.n^nf^''
possessor
of a personality with penetrating
insiqhtfulness
^^^'^
^^^-^ folios
Se
the i^tltlr'T.'^'"
threat or actual occurrence of
anxiety and a lowerina
of self-esteem which is felt
^
as depression (p. I02r

AS discussed in Chapter IV, the
trainee working with a transfer

case is likely to be making a
simultaneous comparison between
hiiT,

or herself and a previous therapist
who frequently is more

experienced.

Ihis, in itself, may also lead to
anxiety and feelings

of inadequacy.

Each trainee struggled uniquely with
countertransference
reactions to doing psychotherapy and being
supervised.

In addition,

there was an evaluative, administrative
context to the supervision

within which all trainees and supervisors had to
function.

Emch

(1972) warned that a preoccupation with the "social
context"

of supervision, involving both the administrative
and personal

need to appear competent, can interfere with the
therapist's

primary

goal— to

be an effective therapist for the client's sake.

Establishing a Supervisory Relationship

The Initial Phase

The initial few supervisory contacts often set the tenor
of the supervision for the rest of the year.

Some supervisors

were viewed as very helpful in the process of "orienting" the
trainee to a new setting and in offering their availability.

Only a few trainees recalled their supervisors focusing directly
on the transfer situation and its relationship to the trainee's

emotional experience.

CM.

remembered feeling relieved that

one of her supervisors asked her specifically
about her feelings

about picking up a transfer case, thus
legitimizing her anxieties
about competence and competition as an inherent
part of the training
process and especially the transfer situation.

One supervisor asked me questions like: "How do
I feel
picking up a case from someone else? How competent
do I feel? In what ways do I compare myself to her?
What would it be like if the client was really disappointed
about the previous therapist's leaving? How would
I pursue that?..."
it was quite anxiety-provoking
in the supervision, but I felt more relaxed, more prepared
for the session.

Other supervisors described as "supportive" and "helpful"

did not provide as much structure as in the example above, yet
succeeded in establishing a "holding environment" within which
their supervisees felt they could safely share their affective

experience as well as receive technical guidance.

In contrast,

a few trainees conplained bitterly about the lack of structure

and support provided by supervisors:
I felt really insecure, abandoned, and really lonely....!
felt totally on my own, without any support. I really
felt like a fake.... These clients had expectations
of me and I'm just winging it.
(M.K.)

Parallel Experiences and Parallel Processes
In all but three cases, trainees v^o began with transfer

cases were simultaneously establishing new supervisory relationships.
In most cases, trainees had little input into who their supervisors

might be.

This situation provided the trainee with an opportunity

to go through an experience which closely paralleled that of
the transfer client.

The trainee was faced with many of the

.
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questions and much of the uncertainty
that his or her transfer
client wondered about: "Will this
new relationship be a nurturant
one, a helpful one, an
anxiety-provoking one?

What will this new person think of
me?

with this person?
in return?"

How vulnerable can

Can

How can
I

be?

I

I

be myself?

make an impression

What can

I

expect

There are also likely to be concerns
about, "What

has this person been told about me,
and by whom?"

As a result

of sharing parallel experiences, trainees
had an additional oppor-

tunity for empathic connection with their
clients.
Parallel experiences are distinguished here from
parallel

processes in the following way.

A parallel experience represents

an actual situation or experience that the trainee
undergoes

which is similar or comparable to the client's experience.
term parallel process refers to the phenomenon in

^ich

The

issues,

affects, and conflicts present in the relationship between therapist

and supervisor are related to that which is occurring between

client and therapist and vice versa (Ekstein

&

Wallerstein, 1958)

This latter process is largely an unconscious one.

Thus, the

manner in which the trainee conducted him or herself in these
parallel experiences was influenced by not only the trainee's

developmental and psychogenetic countertransference issues, but

also may have reflected the unconscious acting out of the client's
conflicts or of the dynamics of the treatment.
Overall, trainees showed surprisingly little recognition

of the numerous parallel experiences they shared with their transfer
clients, perhaps being too preoccupied with their own situations.

one trainee who was able to
utilize this situation was H.F.
who
was on "probation." He vividly
recalled how his own sense of

vulnerability at the start of his
rotation led him to a more
empathic stance with his clients.
It vas through my own experience
of not feelinq safe
at the time that I felt an increased
ability to empathize
with
client about something that she might
be gSng
through that I hadn't recognized until
that moment.

Also in a parallel way to the client's
position, transition
and change in the supervisory relationship
did not always mean
impending difficulty.

A number of trainees were pleased with

the new learning opportunities provided by
having a different

supervisor.

A few expressed relief that the new supervisor had

a perspective which allowed them to work more
freely than others

with whom they had worked.

For example, S.Z. felt her new supervisor

supported her desire to set firmer limits on a client who had

only sporadically attended the previous treatment.
Dr. T. was very supportive of my setting limits with
this client.
It was surprising that he treated me
as a human being, that I had a right to consider my

own training needs and have some say about who
to work with.

I

selected

Some trainees actually experienced a transfer from one supervisor
to another.

This provided a further opportunity for these trainees

to identify with their clients.

Trainees
of a case.

vvho

transferred supervisors during the treatment

Six trainees experienced transfer from one supervisor

to another during the course of their treatment of transfer cases.
In all but one of these cases, the trainee had no input into

the switch.

Several trainees recognized similar reactions and
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feelings in themselves as their
transfer clients had experienced.
C.Y. recalled feeling "jerked around"
by the transfer of

supervisors.

She also recollected feeling "a bit
disloyal" to

her previous supervisor when she discussed
the case with her

new supervisor.

Similarly, j.a. experienced "sadness"
and "mixed

loyalties" after transferring from a supervisor
to whom she was

quite attached.

She recognized a similarity to her client's

situation:
It's an interesting parallel
1 think she [client]
wanted to like me but she had a ton of mixed loyal
ities
and she felt she might lose D.K. [previous therapist]
totally, if she liked me.
N.L. had an idealized relationship with her supervisor,

but then at the end of the year was switched to a less experienced
supervisor.

The new supervision was described as "particularly

problematic," filled with "crazy interactions."

The problems

probably derived from some splitting and consequent idealization
of the first supervisor by the trainee to compensate for feelings
of loss.

Also, it seemed apparent from the trainee's description

of the ongoing supervision that this less experienced supervisor

had his own issues about following in the footsteps of a more
senior clinician.

Further, this trainee had acknowledged considerable

difficulties in establishing a therapeutic alliance with her
client.

Thus, it seems that complex and unresolved parallel

processes were clearly involved in this treatment situation.
It has been often emphasized that the therapeutic process
is an interactional one with both client and therapist contributing

to the bi-personal field (Langs, 1975)

.

Less written about and

.
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acknowledged is the supervisor's
countertransference (Langs,
1979; Tauber, 1952)

.

One aspect of this countertransference

which seemed to lead to empathic
failures is derived from the
supervisor's issues around the rotation
of trainess.
The supervisor's issues about the
transition,

it is expected

that supervisors will have a more
established sense of themselves
and, therefore, be able to keep personal
issues in a more appropriate

perspective.

It would be unreasonable, however, to
expect that

supervisors would not be affected in some way
by the rotation
of therapists and the loss of established
relationships with
supervisees.

Further, a certain f^rcentage of supervisors,
especially

the less experienced ones, are likely to have
concerns about

their own competence and perceived position within the
institution,
a position which parallels the issues of their supervisees.

As trainees related their supervisory experiences, it became

apparent that social and administrative factors influenced in

varying degrees the work done by supervisors.

While the issues

of the supervisors could only be inferred, it is essential to

realize that the establishment of a supervisory relationship
is an interactional process and supervisors also make contributions

to the parallel processes involved in treatment (Doehrman, 1976)
The new trainee, like his or her transfer case, is likely
to be extremely attentive to any clues given off by the supervisor

about his or her style or preferences.

Information obtained

directly or indirectly through colleagues may contribute to an
initial posture taken with a supervisor.

In this study, several
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trainees recalled specific comments which
reflected their supervisor's
antoivalence about starting up with new
students,

ihese communications

clearly shaped in a negative manner the
evolution of their own
supervisory relationships.
One trainee, T.G., recalled hearing through
the "grapevine"
that her new supervisor didn't like working with
"beginners."
She recalled making a considerable effort to
conceal her profound

anxiety about doing therapy in order not to disappoint
her new
supervisor.
& McCarley,

The importance of "saving face" (Allen, Houston,
1958)

can unfortunately at times take precedence

over learning from a supervisor.
Similarly, C.B. vividly recalled a new supervisor remarking

to her:

"Oh,

I

know you're not one of those types that gets

nervous just being in the room with a client.

than that."

You look calmer

C.B. actually felt just the opposite:

"I felt like

going in to him, clinging to him and saying, 'Help me; I'm so
scared.'"

This clearly inhibited C.B.'s ability to openly share

her true feelings in supervision, as she felt her supervisor

would be disdainful.

It took several months before C.B. felt

she had established herself enough in the eyes of the supervisor

to process the effect of that initial comment on their relationship.
In a very similar incident, v^^ile

CM.

was interviewing

for her practicum, her prospective supervisor abruptly warned:
"I want to work with someone vjho has experience

—

I

don't want

anyone who I'm going to have to lead around by the hand."

It

was very obvious that this supervisor had considerable resentment

.
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about starting over with new trainees.

This supervisor later

apologized for this comment but its
impact on the supervisory

relationship was never processed.
It would be hard to imagine that
these trainees could ever

feel comfortable being needy in
supervision.

As these three

trainees spoke about their experiences, a
general denial of anxiety

and suppression of affect was notable.

It is likely that these

remarks reinforced pre-existing defensive
characteristics of
these trainees and reduced the likelihood that
supervision would
be a place for these students to honestly process
their feelings.

While these examples are rather dramatic, they serve to
illustrate clearly that rotations are stressful times for
many

people involved in the transfer situation.

It should also be

remembered that trainees are exquisitely sensitive to their supervisors' reactions and intonations and are likely to exaggerate

the importance of any, even subtle, communications from their

supervisors.

A problematic situation develops, however, if trainees

become inhibited and restrict their "openness" in supervision,
a feature viewed as essential for therapeutic results (Strupp,
1969)

The interactional nature of supervision .

Semrad (1969)

emphasized that the therapist's capacity for an eirpathic approach
to clients is developed in the context of an empathic reception

by the supervisor.

If this is absent, the anxiety and defensiveness

of the trainee are likely to increase substantially.

This interactive

process of anxiety and defensiveness in the trainee with non-empathic
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supervisory responses served to exaggerate
each person's already

rigid stance.

In two cases, this dynamic caused the
escalation

of conflict and resulted in extremely
upsetting supervision exper-

iences for the trainees involved.
In one of these cases,

CP., an older student who was struggling

in his program, covered his pervasive insecurity
with an outward

boldness about the positive aspects of the therapy
and a denial
of emerging problems.

This stance precipitated increasingly

harsh and confrontational comments from his supervisor who
did
not seem to appreciate fully the defensive nature of the
trainee's
posture.

CP.,

in speaking about his difficulties with supervision,

acknowledged his role in the escalating interaction:

"Her harshness

may have been elicited by my confidence, my cockiness

She

may have felt the need to put me down as a result of that."
C.B. was a trainee

v\^o

experienced great internal turmoil

about her self-esteem as a therapist.

Her overt behavior, a

very controlled presence, gave little indication of her inner
fragility.

While this posture derived most fundamentally from

her character, it was further exaggerated by her awareness that

her supervisor did not have much patience with beginners.

Also,

C.B. admitted feeling "paranoid" about how much emotion it was

appropriate for a trainee to show in supervision.

She recalled

an extremely upsetting incident in vdiich her supervisor bluntly
characterized her work with a transfer case as "unsuccessful."
C.B. became tearful as she remembered how hurt she felt by his

comment.

It seemed that her defense against vulnerability had
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irritated her supervisor sufficiently to
make him "uncharacteristically" abrupt and respond in a
non-empathic manner.

c.B. ack-

nowledged that she had hidden most of her
feelings from her supervisor

and that this probably contributed to his
response:
if he knew how wrapped up

I

"I think

was in all of this, he would have

been more gentle about it."

Whenever problematic interactions develop in supervision,
it is important to examine for the existence of
unrecognized

parallel processes at work,

in the above examples, the trainee's

irritating stance of pseudo- independence and inapproachability
in supervision certainly reflected the trainee's interpersonal

style with the client.

This process also may have represented

an unconscious acting out of the client's resistance to the thera-

peutic process and the trainee's unrecognized resentment.
(1955)

Searles

has noted that in supervision the therapist often acts

out the client's most problematic unverbalized conflict with
the unconscious hope that the supervisor will recognize the dynamic

and help the therapist to resolve it.

The crucial role of the

supervisor and implications of this study for the supervision
of transfer cases will be discussed more fully in Chapter IX.

The Impact of Caseload on Supervision

One factor v^ich affected how intensively the transfer situation
was focused on was the number of clients being seen by a trainee

and the ainount of supervision he or she received.

As discussed
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earlier in Chapter VI, having too few
clients can cause the trainee
to overvalue every nuance of the therapy.

Trainees in this situation

often expressed concern that the
supervisor's predominant exposure
to his or her work was with a problematic
transfer case.

There were several incidents, however, in
which the trainee's

caseload was very large with very limited time
for supervision.
In three instances, trainees had been treating
transfer cases

for several months without receiving formal
supervision on these
cases.

The trainees explained that supervision, which was
as

little as one hour per week for fifteen cases, needed
to be used
to deal with crises.

It was clear, however, from issues that

arose during the interviews with these trainees that uncomfortable
feelings which were stirred up may have contributed to a reluctance
of these trainees to bring up these cases in supervision.

In

this way, trainees may have avoided anxiety, yet missed important

opportunities to work on their developing sense of themselves
as a therapist, as well as countertransference issues.

Having the Same Supervisor as the Previous Therapist

Seven of the eighteen trainees interviewed were supervised

by the same individual vho had worked with the previous therapist
before the transfer.

In some cases, this continuity proved to

be helpful to the trainee, but for some therapists this situation

greatly complicated the supervisory relationship.

Disadvantages
An argunient could be made that having the
supervisor remain

with a case maximizes the sense of continuity
and, hence, is
in the best clinical interest of the
client.

The question of

v^ether it is in the best training interest of
the student depends
largely on how the supervisor uses his or her
knowledge about
the case in supervision.
In one case studied, the trainee felt that the
supervisor

prematurely conveyed a clear conceptualization of the case.
In the trainee's continuing work, he stated he felt
drawn to

look for confirmation of his supervisor's hypothesis.

He felt

powerless to disagree given his relative lack of general clinical

experience and, in addition, lesser knowledge of this particular
case than his supervisor.

In two other instances, trainees described

feeling that their supervisors possessed an established and "correct"

assessment of the client and the psychodynamics involved.

This

seemed to encourage trainees to adopt a more passive role in
supervision.

In these cases, the excitement and learning involved

in the collaborative formulation of the case was limited by the

above-described dynamic operating in the supervisory relationship.
In one instance, R.L. felt devalued by the supervisor's

role in the assignment of a transfer client to her:

was assigned to me because

previous therapist] did.

Then it came to me."

I

"She [client]

had the same supervisor as W.

[the

So the supervisor kept the case basically.

Furthermore, in this same case, this supervisor

had overtly heralded the work of the previous therapist, leaving
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the new therapist feeling
desperate for acknowledgement:

"i

felt terrible... it's bad enough
you feel compared in the client's
mind, but also to be constantly
compared in your supervisor's

mind-it was awful."

r.l.'s intense need to differentiate
herself

in the eyes of her client and
supervisor provoked a precipitous

shift in the treatinent of her client:
right off the bat that
terms and

I

I

"I wanted to set it up

was going to do the therapy on
different

was going to do it my way."

This complex case will

be discussed in greater detail in
Chapter VIII.

Advantages
Having a supervisor continue on a case
offered the trainee

certain distinct advantages.

First, given the at times heavy

caseloads, the trainee did not need to spend a good
deal of time

familiarizing the supervisor with the case.

Second, the supervisor

often was able to provide the trainee with a much clearer
sense
of the relative success or failure of previous therapeutic
inter-

ventions than the characteristically shoddy notes left by the
previous therapist.

Third, the supervisor could provide reality

testing to the trainee struggling to sort out v^o is to blame
for what in a difficult transfer situation.

This last advantage felt very crucial to J.S. in her very

draining work with her transfer client.

Her client portrayed

the previous therapy as magnificant, v\^ile complaining bitterly

about the new therapy.

This verbalized idealization was at least

in part a defense against her anger at the previous therapist

for a very abrupt termination.

This dynamic, however, was difficult

.
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for the trainee to see due to
her own fears about the reality

of her client's conplaints.

The su^rvisor, in a very
straightforward

manner, remarked that while some
good work was done, there had

been nothing miraculous about the
previous therapy and encouraged
the trainee to examine the defensive
aspects to the client's
communications
...From R's [client] report, it seemed
like a match
made in heaven, an instant success,
and I didn't know
what to make of it. But once I heard
Dr. H's comment
°*
previous
therapist] was
^li'^^"^"*^^^
a
beginner, it made me question myself less.

This intervention by J.S.'s supervisor
brought her considerable

relief and helped her gain an important perspective
on her work

with this client.
Supervisors who were felt to be helpful under these
circumstances

took care to empower the new therapists from the start,
making
them feel in charge of the case.

CM.

recalled her appreciation

of the manner in which her supervisor dealt with this situation:
"She was very considerate.

She didn't make me feel like she

knew a lot about the case that
her up on the case

— so

I

didn't

She asked me to catch

she gave me the power."

Such a stance

by the supervisor can be an important first step towards building
a trainee's sense of autonomy and competence.

Summary

The supervisor working effectively on a transfer case has
the opportunity to serve as an anchor and guiding light to the
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trainee who may be bewildered by the
multiple factors and transitions
involved in these situations.

To the degree that the supervisor

can separate himself out from the complex
interaction of allegiances,
he or she can increasingly lend an appropriate
perspective to
the trainee.

The supervisory relationship must be viewed
as

an interactional process with both trainee and
supervisor committed
to an open and honest exploration of that relationship
as a means
towards the supervisee gaining a greater understanding
of his
or her intrapsychic and interpersonal issues.

Through self-reflection

about parallel experiences and the investigation of parallel
process, the trainee and supervisor may also gain important
insight

into the experience and dynamics of the client.

The implications

of this study for the supervision of transfer cases will be discussed
in greater detail in Chapter IX.

CHAPTER VIII
CASE STUDIES

Introduction

In the preceding chapters, several factors
which impact

upon the trainee working with a transfer case have
been illuminated.

While these variables were for the most part described
independently,
the isolation of distinct factors is, of course, an
artificial
one, presented mainly for didactic clarity.
I

In this chapter

wish to illustrate the interplay of these factors which comprise

the total context of the trainee's experience with the transfer
case.

An appreciation of the complexity of this clinical situation

can only occur through the indepth examination of case material.

Two transfer situations v^^ich were particularly illustrative

were selected for detailed presentation.
The case descriptions to follow are based upon the information

provided by the trainee during the research interview.

It is

essential to remember that the trainee's report represented his
or her subjective experience of working with a transfer case,

and only the portion of that experience that the trainee felt

comfortable sharing.

No doubt, the events and relationships

that occurred would have been described quite differently by
each of the participants in the transfer situation.

Although

an attempt was made to present the case material as objectively
as possible, the organization of this material was also influenced
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by my own personal impressions and
viewpoints.
I

Nonetheless,

feel the presentation of indepth case
material provides the

reader with the richest possible sense of
the trainee's experience
of working with a transfer case and of the
impact and interplay
of the multiple factors described in the
preceding chapters.

The Transfer Case of R.L.

Background Information
The client .

The client, Ms. D., was a 25-year-old single

female who sought psychotherapy because of difficulties she encoun-

tered in negotiating an age-appropriate transition away from
the family home to more autonomous functioning.

As a related

issue, she was struggling with concerns about career choice and

beginning a serious heterosexual relationship.

To complicate

matters, the client's mother was physically ill and her death

was reportedly imminent.

The client's symtomatology consisted

of chronic anxiety and depression which predominantly were manifest
in self -deprecatory ruminations and an inability to gain pleasure

from most of her social and occupational endeavors.

The client

had never been hospitalized and carried a diagnosis of dysthymic
disorder.
The previous therapist .

W.P. was in her third year as a

graduate student in clinical psychology.

She had had two years

of experience working with individuals from a psychodynamic perspective.

Ms. D. was this student's first "long-term" psychotherapy

case and she acknowledged to the new
therapist that she had a
special ijivestnient in this client.

W.P. conducted a psychodynam-

ically-oriented psychotherapy with the client which
lasted for
ten months.

She was supervised by the same clinician
who began

supervision with R.L.

,

the new therapist.

The new therapist .

R.L. was a woman in her second year

of graduate study in clinical psychology.

She had worked with

individual clients from a behavioral perspective for one
year

previous to beginning work with Ms. D.

She had requested to

work on a clinical team and with a supervisor that was psychoanalytical ly oriented so as to expand her therapeutic skills.
She had only one other client in her caseload.

R.L. was somewhat

familiar with the previous therapist, as they had been on the
same supervisory team for a few months.

The transfer

.

A knowledge of the circumstances surrounding

the transfer is essential to an understanding of the dynamics

that developed between the new therapist, R.L.
one.

,

and the previous

W.P. was seeing the client as part of her practicum experience

in the university clinic.

practicum sites.

At the end of the semester, W.P. switched

As a result of her investment in this client,

she made special arrangements to carry Ms. D. as part of her

caseload at the local mental health center.

This went on for

several weeks until there was an administrative decision that
W.P. could not see Ms. D. through this agency and she would have

to terminate with the client or transfer her.

The New Therapy
It is fundainental to the understanding
of the evolution

of this therapy to realize that the
new therapist, R.L., was

a relative beginner.

Developmental ly, she had minimal therapeutic

skills and little confidence in herself
as a clinician, especially

a psychodynamic one.

r.l. was anxious to establish herself as

"in charge" of the case, both for narcissistic
needs and for

evaluative/administrative reasons.

While R.L. entered the treatnient

with a manner and attitude which reflected developmental
and
countertransference anxieties, the unique unfolding of the
treatment
and the manifestation of these issues was greatly influenced

by numerous other factors, including the previous therapist and
therapy, the nature of the transfer, the client,

tlie

supervisor,

and administrative issues.
In examining the initial phase of treatment, there appeared

to be a remarkable convergence of forces which combined to undermine
the minimal amount of confidence that R.L. could muster.

The

previous therapist's problematic handling of the termination

and transfer was one factor v^ich contributed to the difficulties
the client and R.L. had in getting off to a smooth start.

It

was common knowledge at the clinic that W.P. felt "very guilty"
that arrangements for continuing treatment with this client had

fallen through.

In the first session, Ms. D. told R.L. that

during termination, W.P. had told her that she was her "most
important client."

Further, W.P. reportedly cautioned her that

it was going to be "very difficult" to find another therapist

was "equally invested."

r.l. felt that this self-disclosure

served to encourage idealization of
the past relationship and
inhibit a smooth transition to her.

if, in fact, W.P.'s statements

had been recalled accurately, r.l. was
certainly justified in
feeling "set up."
If we assume that Ms. D.'s statements
are true, we may speculate

that W.P.'s countertransference feelings derive
from several
factors.

First, it must be remembered that she, too, was
a beginner

who appeared affected by developmental countertransference
issues,
i.e., narcissistic needs and inappropriate expectations
for treat-

ment.

Second, the client's real life situation involved the

imminent loss of her mother v^ich may have led Ms. D. to have
an increased need for a maternal figure v^iich was probably expressed
in the transference.

W.P.'s response, trying to take this client

with her, may also have been an attempt to protect her client
from the pain of another loss.

When it became clear that this

solution was not feasible, it appeared that W.P. tried to minimize

her guilt over the transfer and her client's anger by assuring
Ms. D. that she had, in fact, been very special to her.

R.L. felt that her confidence and sense of control was also

undemined by the previous therapist's over- investment.

She

had heard that W.P. had been coming to the clinic and reading
the client's chart notes.

Further, when R.L. called W.P. to

get some background information about the case because there

had been no notes written, she was upset by W.P.'s reaction.
W.P. responded with surprise and disdain, saying, "Oh,

I

imagined

everybody in the clinic but

I

never imgined you.

I

thought

she'd be assigned to a more experienced
therapist." This comment

exacerbated R.L.'s own doubts about her
competence.
R.L. felt that the handling of the
reassignment by the clinic

administration and her supervisor contributed
to a continuing
sense of her being the outsider with this
case, of not being
in control.
Dr. M.

,

She explained that the case was "kept" by
the supervisor.

v^o had worked with the case previously.

Then, secondarily,

Ms. D. was assigned to R.L. because she was
the only female trainee

working with Dr. M. who had an opening.

R.L. experienced being

further distanced from the case when her supervisor informed
her of the reassignment.

She distinctly recalled the words used;

Dr. M. said, "You're going to be seeing W.P.'s

client— not you're

going to see Ms, D. and she worked with W.P."
It soon became obvious that R.L.'s supervisor had had a

very special relationship with the previous therapist.

This

supervisor clearly missed the fulfilling collaboration which
she had with the trainee who had left.

Dr. M. communicated that

she felt W.P. had done a "marvelous" job.

Dr. M. shared her

ambivalence about continuing to supervise this case, revealing
inappropriately her countertransference difficulties with endings
and beginnings.

R.L. felt surprised and disheartened by the

supervisor's "insensitivity" to R.L.'s position in this configuration
of people which irede Dr. M. unable to provide R.L. with some

much needed support.
Dr. M. communicated that R.L. should follow-up on the work
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the previous therapist had done.

The

trea^nt

had been psychodynamic

in nature, focusing priinarily
on the client's relationship
with
her mother. Additional pressure
to work in this manner was
supplied

by the clinical team.

When R.L. presented process notes
of the

therapy, she experienced the team's
comments as another statement

indicating she was incapable of
contributing anything unique
to this case:

"Everyone wanted

ire

to be W.P. #2."

Her colleagues-

suggestions and recommendations made R.L.
extremely anxious and
resentful.

She acknowledged that part of her reaction
derived

from a sense that she could not match-up to
the previous work

because of her inexperience:

"I felt like I couldn't offer her

anything."
R.L. felt very awkward in her initial attempts
to work dynam-

ically with this client.

Additionally, she felt her insecurity

was very evident to the client.

In response to mounting internal

and external pressures, R.L. made two dramatic shifts in her

work with Ms. D.

First, she abandoned her attempts to work psycho-

dynamically with this client and reverted to a more familiar
behavior-focused and directive approach.

Secondly, R.L. requested

a change of supervisors for this case.
R.L. 's decision to shift treatment orientation and switch

supervisors seemed motivated by an intense desire to differentiate

herself in a very concrete way from the previous treatment and
therapist.
I felt constantly that I was compared to W.P. by the
clinic, my supervisor, the client, and W.P. herself.
So the only way I could make myself comfortable was
to say this is something new and consider it a new

—
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client, a new case, a new supervisor,
everything new.

R.L.'s determination to carve out a
niche for herself, unfortunately,
seemed predominantly based on her own
psychic survival than the

client's clinical needs,

clearly there was a frustrated narcissistic

need to be viewed by the client, supervisor,
and clinic as effective

and helpful.

This speculation is supported by R.L.'s
acknowledgement

that she preferred working with her other
clients whom she char-

acterized as "very needy," as contrasted with
Ms. D.'s self-sufficient
presentation.

Discussion
These shifts seemed partially motivated by R.L.'s unconscious

anger and consequent acting out against W.P., her supervisor,
and the administration.

For the most part, R.L. was reluctant

to acknowledge directly her anger at these sources.

Instead,

there was a clear symbolic displacement of her resentment onto
a concrete issue—that W.P. had left only sporadic notes in the
chart.

It was striking that, during the interview, this was

the topic around which R.L. most comfortably showed her anger.
I was furious that there was no files and I let the
clinic know that was really poor practice ... if I had
been supervising her and her records were incomplete,
I would have creamed her.

Interestingly, she was able to sublimate her aggression towards
the clinic by campaigning for stricter rules regarding paperwork

and deadlines.
It is likely that R.L.'s request to dismiss Dr. M. as her

supervisor for this case represented an unanalyzed parallel process
of projective identification in the supervision.

R.L.

,

who listened

to the supervisor's idealization of
the previous therapist, felt

parenthetically devalued and "dismissed."

Consequently, she

turned the tables on Dr. M. by rejecting
her input with this
case.

Dr. M.'s

attitude, in turn, may have mirrored W.P.'s

idealization of the treatnient and wish to keep
exclusive possession
of the client.

These shifts may also have reflected R.L.'s
characterological
responses to situations which involve competition.

This pattern

possibly derived from the prohibitions against competition
within
R.L.'s family of origin.

While denying any parallels between

the transfer situation and experiences in her own development,
she interestingly dismissed the issue of sibling rivalry by remarking:

"We chose separate territories all the way down the

That's how it was avoided."

line.

Her continuing discomfort

with direct comparisons was probably another factor which influenced
R.L. 's decisions.
R.L. continued to work with Ms. D. over the next year.

She felt the treatment was mildly successful with the most important

work occurring around termination:

First, the termination from

W.P., then later the ending of their therapy together.

R.L. believed

that it took her client approximately three months to work through

her feelings about W.P.

R.L.

,

however, readily admitted that

she was affected by her position in the transfer situation for
a much longer time than that.

Summary
This case clearly illustrated how the transfer situation

with its multiple influences can
dramatically effect both the
client and the new therapist.

R.L. acknowledged that her position

in this transfer case had a profound
impact on her treatment

of Ms. D.

R.L.'s anxieties about being a beginner and
having

little to offer her new client were fueled
by the previous therapist,
the supervisor, and the administration.

The multiple determinants

were never delineated nor understood clearly in
supervision and
this led to acting out in the treatment and supervision.

An

unfortunate result was that despite this trainee's wish
to learn

more about psychodynamic psychotherapy, she abandoned this
training
goal in the service of preserving self-esteem.

The Transfer Case of C.B.

Background Information
The client .
v*io

Ms. S. was a 29-year-old single, white, female

presented with a chief complaint of difficulty asserting

herself in interpersonal situations.

She had a lifelong pattern

of problems establishing meaningful object ties.

She tended

to become dependent and obsequious when interacting with others.
She reported feeling anxious and resentful much of the time.
Ms. S. worked as a baker and her odd work hours contributed to

her social isolation.

She and her younger sister shared an apartment

in the same town as their parents.

Ms. S. acknowledged that

she was over-attached to her parents.

She had had considerable

trouble leaving the family home, and she had remained there until

.
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she was 27-years-old.

The client carried a provisional
diagnosis

of mixed personality disorder with
borderline and avoidant features.

The previous therapist.
in clinical psychology.

T.S. was a male, fourth year student

He had three years of experience working

with individuals; the majority of this work
had been behavioral
in nature.

C.B., the new therapist, reported that she
knew very

little about T.S. and stated that the nature
of his therapeutic

work with Ms. S. was a "mystery" to her.

T.S. had left only

brief and cryptic notes in the chart with little
information
about the treatment or termination.
T.S. saw Ms. S. for nine sessions, then transferred her,

as he was leaving the clinic to start an internship. C.B. reported

being unsure of whether the client had known from the outset
that T.S. would only work with her briefly.

The orientation

of this treatment was unable to be determined from T.S.'s superficial

notes
The new therapist

.

C.B. was a female clinical psychology

student in her second year.

She had worked clinically with families

previously, but the therapy with Ms. S. was her first psychodynamic

treatment case.

She had no other active cases at this time.

C.B. approached the start of her individual clinical work with

a great deal of anticipation and anxiety.

Amongst her classmates,

it was clear that a trainee's esteem in the program was chiefly

determined by his or her merit as a clinician.

C.B. began treatment

with this client in the summer; she anticipated starting an additional
practicum in the fall at a local community mental health center.

This outside placement, however, was
to be granted only if she

was judged clinically capable by the
director of training at
the university.
Dr. A. began supervising C.B. on this case.

worked together previously.

The two had

After the first session, however,

it became apparent to Dr. A. that he and this
client belonged

to the same club and he felt awkward continuing
to work on this
case.

It was then arranged for Dr. B. to supervise this
work

and have Dr. A. work with C.B. around her next client.
The transfer

.

According to the notes, the previous therapist,

T.S., and the client, Ms. S., mutually decided that continuing

treatment following T.S.'s departure was indicated.

C.B. expressed

frustration that the notes left conveyed almost nothing about
the details of the client's treatment, besides it being described
as "successful." Similarly, Ms. S.'s reaction to termination

and transfer was not described.
v\*iich

One statement from the notes

did stick in her memory was a pronouncement by T.S. that

continuing treatment was likely to be "highly successful."
This case was assigned to C.B. because she had an opening
in her case panel.

Her first supervisor. Dr. A., discouraged

her from contacting the previous therapist.

He advised that

it would be important for C.B. not to be biased in her impressions

and formulation of the case.

unknowns involved in the case.

C.B. felt uneasy about all the

She had questions not only about

the client's personality and response to treatment, but also

about her own capabilities as a clinician.

The New Therapy
In the very first session, C.B. learned
something about

the previous treatrnent which she was not aware
of previously

and which had iinportant ijiplications for her
continuing work

with Ms. S.

As a component of the training at the center,
most

clinicians taped recorded sessions and worked in rooms
with one-way
mirrors which provided supervisors the opportunity to
observe.
Ms. S. was very uncomfortable about both the taping and
the obser-

vation and requested that these two conditions be altered.

Unbe-

knownst to C.B. until this first session, T.S. had granted these
requests for changing the frarne of treatment.

C.B., who felt

these were important conditions for her training, had to negotiate
these "givens" with this new client in their very first session.
The manner in which the previous therapist handled this situation

served to exacerbate a split which had already developed in the

client's mind:

The previous therapist was viewed as benevolent

and effective, and C.B. was intrusive and inept.
This split was also consistent with C.B.'s internal concep-

tualization of her position in the transfer.

Although she knew

very little about the previous therapist and therapy, she imagined
that "something major went on in the former therapy."

This con-

tributed to a self-devaluation and an anticipation that her client

would be "greatly disappointed."
Perceiving herself as having little of value to offer.
C.B. scoured the notes for clues about what techniques were effective

with this client.

One of the more specific comments T.S. made

was that Ms.

S.

used silences productively.

So in the first

session, C.B. "made a point" of not "jolting"
Ms. S. out of her

many silences.

While Ms. S. had acknowledged some ambivalence

about continuing treatment, C.B. felt the initial
session had

gone quite well.

Ms. S. had been able to express some anger

at T.S. for leaving, although there were frequent
silences which
C.B. handled gingerly.

Several days later, Ms. S. phoned C.B. to

notify her of her intention to terminate treatment.

In retrospect,

C.B. realized that the client's silences were not "working
silences,"

rather, they represented Ms. S.'s bottled up rage around the

transfer.

Here, clarification, confrontation, and interpretation

were indicated, rather than the response "prescribed" by the
previous therapist

— silence.

C.B. was able to get Ms. S. to come in for two more sessions

to explore her decision to terminate treatment.

Ms. S. expressed

her resentment at losing her therapist and her dissatisfaction

with C.B.

She bemoaned that "no one could compare to him."

Ms. S. added that C.B. was not someone she felt could be her

therapist because C.B. appeared too "tentative" and that Ms.

S.

"did

not feel like supporting" her own therapist during the treatment.
In their third session, Ms. S.

informed C.B. that she had made

an appointment with another therapist at a different agency.
C.B. felt Ms. S. really needed to take a stand and not have the

other person be destroyed by her anger and assertiveness

.

At

the end of the final session, Ms. S. thanked C.B. "for not being

blown away" by her decision.
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Discussion
The dynamics involved in this situation
for Ms. S. were

very complex.

Her decision to terminate seemed to be
based on

any or all of the following:
previous therapist;

2)

1)

A displacement of anger at the

A projection of Ms. S.'s own feelings

of weakness and inadequacy onto C.B.;

3)

A projective identification

in which Ms. S. "turned the tables" on C.B.
and caused her to

experience the emotions she experienced around the
transfer— feeling
scorned, rejected and abandoned;

4)

Reality:

C.B. was, in fact,

a beginner who admitted to actually being very anxious and
tentative
in her contacts with the client; and,

5)

Ms. S.'s sensitivity

to C.B.'s "tentativeness" was influenced by transferential issues.
Ms. S. had previously described feeling resentful of her "meek

and timid" younger sister's dependence on her which no doubt

also represented a projection of the client's intolerable traits.
C.B.'s experience of the treatment and termination of this

case was also multiply determined.

C.B. was a neophyte therapist.

She acknowledged that she was extremely concerned about her competence.

She was anxious about how her client, the previous therapist,

her colleagues, supervisor, and the administration would view
her.

Several factors contributed to an exacerbation of this

anxiety.

First, this client was her only active treatment case.

C.B. felt her entire sense of worth as a therapist was tied up

with the outcome of this treatment.

Another factor which made

this experience difficult for C.B. was T.S.'s prediction from

the client's chart

— "I

expect that treatment will continue to
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be highly successful."

C.B. recalled her strong reaction
to

this comment:
I mean that's like saying,
"I predict this person will
do well. If she doesn't, it's not
going to be her
fault.
And that's how I looked at it as a
paranoid
beginning therapist.

Ms. S.'s criticism struck at deep
questions C.B. had about

her own suitability as a therapist.

She worried that this experience

validated her worst fears-" that she didn't like
me because

wasn't cut out to do this.
that chair repelled her."

I

Something about me just sitting in
These concerns may have inhibited

C.B. from maintaining appropriate distance on the case
and refocusing
Ms. S.'s attention into the defensive aspects of these
criticisms

and communications.
C.B. acknowledged that as well as the need to "fit into

T.S.'s shoes," she felt considerable pressure to fit into the

training program.

Through clinical work, C.B. hoped to "prove"

herself to her colleagues, the faculty, and herself.
however, did not all derive from within C.B.

This pressure,

Earlier in the

year, she had been told by an administrator. Dr. L. that her

doing an outside practicum was contingent on an evaluation of
her clinical work.

This was necessary, C.B. was told, because

she would be "representing" the training program to the community
in her outside work and how she did would be a "reflection" on

the school.

The expressed needs and politics of the training

program exacerbated C.B.'s performance anxiety:
thought. Oh my God, I thought I was just out there
making mistakes for myself. This was a direct message
that I was not autonomous, that I was intimately connected
I
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^^^g^ it in some way by
^
^^.^'tI ^''!?°°^^^
what
did. That really blew my mind.
C.B. also felt that she would
disappoint everyone associated

with this case and the clinic if Ms.
s. did not continue in treatment
successfully.

She used the analogy of representing
the training

program in a relay race.

C.B. felt she had been handed the baton,

the client, and asked to run with it with
everyone watching and

rooting on the sidelines.
She worried that her clinical failures would cause
reverberations

throughout the school and would eventually effect her
academic
standing.

C.B. found it intensely anxiety-provoking to do
therapy

in this "fish bowl" setting.

During the interview, C.B. shared

a dream she had which beautifully exemplified this sense of
visibility

and vulnerability in many different realms.

She dreamed that

the entire clinic was comprised of one-way mirrors.

Behind the

mirrors stood her faculty supervisors, her outside supervisor,
the chairman of her master's committee, the director of the psychology

department, and the director of the clinic.

All could observe

C.B. even as she walked down the hall with her client.

These

individuals were seen as busily interacting, exchanging comments

and criticisms about her.
C.B. simultaneously experienced pressure from the social

component of the administrative context, her colleagues.

She

was very aware of the intensely competitive attitude which pervaded
the training program.

about students

v\*iom

She had heard other trainees gossip cruelly

they had observed doing therapy and worried

how she would be viewed.

In addition to gossiping about fellow
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trainees, informtion was passed
along about supervisors.

C.B. had

learned through the grapevine
that Dr. B. didn't like working

with beginners.

To reassure her, her colleagues
added, "so he

must think you've got a lot of
experience."
Characteristically, c.B. tended to be rather
guarded and

intellectualized in her discussion of therapy.

Hearing that

her new supervisor might expect or wish
her to act like a "mature

and experienced" therapist, along with her
pre-existing concerns

about evaluation, led C.B. to become even
more inhibited and

controlled in her work.

She acknowledged that her concern about

honestly sharing her emotional experience in supervision
was
irrational, yet she felt very scared to do so.

had a great paranoia about what really did get said
in supervision and how okay it was to be emotional.
If I was emotional, would people think I was about
to lose it? Or, if I was not emotional, would people
think I was too intellectualized and distant?
I
should have realized that everyone there was in training
and that the faculty and supervisors expected students
to have personal reactions to doing therapy, yet I
always felt like I was going to stick out like a sore
thumb.
I

C.B.'s conflicts around expressing affect and about evaluation

exacerbated her natural tendency to carry herself as aloof and
all-knowing.

She gave little indication to her colleagues or

supervisors of the vulnerability v^iich lay beneath.

This case

was mentioned in the previous chapter as an example of how the
individual trainee can affect the supervisor.

C.B.'s posture

had irritated Dr. B. sufficiently for him to be "uncharacteristically
abrupt" by labelling her treatment with Ms. S. as "unsuccessful,"

v^ile C.B. had suggested the work around termination had been

helpful and therefore the therapy
should be considered "mildly

successful."

c.B. was so upset recalling
this incident that

the interview had to be stopped
and continued on another day.

While there indeed were numerous
factors which contributed
to making C.B.'s work with this
transfer case difficult, it is

important to look at her own life history
to get a more comprehensive

understanding of why C.B. responded the
way she did.
the only child

v*io

with her mother.

c.B. was

described an intensely interdependent
relationship
She described her father as "very unavailable"

both to her mother and herself.

As a young child, she recalled

acting as a companion and, at times, a caretaker
for her ill
mother.

It, therefore, was syntonic with her experience
to go

along playing the role of "parentified child" when supervisors,
administrators, or her superego, would say, "don't be a beginner,

don't be a kid." C.B. admitted that feeling expectations for
her to be really competent "really hooked back into my childhood,"
arousing more anxiety.
C.B. acknowledged that being an only child had not given

her much experience with competition and comparisons.
issues generally made her extremely uncomfortable.

These

The training

experience and especially her work with this transfer case confronted
C.B. with some difficult issues she had not fully dealt with

previously.

—

.
Being in this program is like learning v\^at sibling
rivalry is for the first time, because I never experienced
it.
I was always used to these very special, unique,
one-to-one attachinents . So having to share things
or be compared, or vihat do Mom and Dad think of the
kids?
that's all new to me. So I probably don't

—

"

have the basic security that
^''^^

I

can be in a group situation
'''''
tLen'cL'^^'^^^'

^

C.B. admitted that as a
counter-reaction to overidentifying with

the client in an intense, exclusive
bond, she tended to protect

herself by adopting an intellectualized,
rigidly "neutral" posture

with her clients.
Summary
This case graphically illustrates the
multiplicity of factors

which may affect the ongoing treatment of
a transfer case and
the trainee's experience of that therapy.

The pressure was so

great at times, C.B. acknowledged "doubling over
with stomach
pain" immediately before sessions with her transfer
case.

She

acutely experienced the paradoxical expectations of being
in
a training program:
I was really upset because Dr. L. [an administrator]
was giving me a hard time. It was like I had to prove
myself clinically and this case was an evaluation.
Here I had T.S.'s notes saying, "She will continue
to be highly successful in her next therapy." I had
the client telling me that I just didn't measure up
to her former therapist. And Dr. B. was checking off
"unsuccessful" and my other supervisor was telling
me I better not be a beginner, and Dr. L. was telling
me, if I slipped up, I'd be denigrating the name of
the training program. Now that I think of it, I didn't
get any messages like, "it's okay to goof up and feel
overwhelmed.

It is difficult to imagine C.B. being able to be effective as

a therapist or use supervision constructively under these conditions

where because of environmental and countertransference issues
her anxiety level was out of control.

Much of this section has been spent discussing how C.B. was

Ill

a casualty of this transfer and the
training context within which
she functioned,

it is important not to lose sight of
the fact

that a crucial dynamic in Ms. S.'s
ability to continue on in

treatment with a therapist from another
agency was her ability
to project her "casualty" status onto C.B.,
then reject her.
C.B. acknowledged that she served the function
of "sacrificial
lamb" by taking the brunt of the displaced
anger from T.S., although

the projective component of these actions was overlooked
in the
therapy.

It is possible that, if C.B.'s anxiety had been lower

and her clinical skills a bit more developed, she might have

been more able to aggressively interpret the negative transference
that erupted, thus staving off Ms. S.'s need to act out by terminating
treatment.

CHAPTER

IX

SUMMARY DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Why is This Case Different from All Other
Cases?

The interview data clearly demonstrate that
the transfer

situation is often highly charged for all the
participants involved.

On the whole, trainees reported that their work with
transfer
clients was more problematic and less enjoyable than other
therapies
they were conducting at the same time.

A large percentage of

trainees reported that their experience working with a transfer

client turned out to be a particularly significant event in their

development as a therapist.

In a very real way, the transfer

situation crystallized and concretized the universal concerns
of trainees about competence and competition.

The new trainee's

therapeutic work was exposed and held up for comparison to the

previous therapy by the client, the former therapist, supervisors,
colleagues, and administrators.

Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958)

argue that these comparisons and struggles essentially reflect
the trainee's intrapsychic issues which find expression and are

highlighted by the external structure.

The trainees' expressed

sensitivity to these issues should by no means be interpreted
simply as countertransference or intrapsychic conflict, nor should
they be attributed to immaturity; the average age of trainees

interviewed was 29.2 years.

Rather, the experience of being

a therapist-in- training is inherently an intense and, at times.
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regressive experience.

In addition, feelings related to being

in training are exacerbated when the
trainee is working with

a transfer case.
It is here that the concept of developmental
countertransference
is useful.

All of the subjects for this study were

therapists-in-training, as are most recipients of transfer
cases.

There are issues and anxieties related to professional
development

which are universally salient to trainees and VN^ich impact on
their clinical work.

The transfer situation provides an ample

number of hooks on which the trainee can hang his or her anxieties,
hopes, and fears about becoming a clinician.

Notwithstanding,

the transfer situation also provides many opportunities for the

trainee to play out psychogenetic issues within the matrix of

relationships available.

In varying ways, these developmental

and psychogenetic countertransference issues inhibit and/or facilitate
the trainee's work with a transfer case.

Transfer cases present particular concerns for trainees

due to the public nature of these cases and the increased sense
of exposure and comparison.

While the focus of this study was

outpatient treatment, the public nature of the transfer case
becomes further exaggerated in inpatient settings.

Working as

part of a clinical team is more common which necessitates that
the new therapist establish a working relationship not only with
the transfer patient but also with the professional staff on
the unit.

All of these individuals have an established relationship

with these clients and opinions about his or her ongoing treatment

needs.

Another unique aspect of an inpatient
setting is that

patients have the opportunity to talk
with other patients and
staff about their therapists, at times
comparing them in public
forums, such as group therapy sessions.

This can be a highly

anxiety-provoking experience for trainees, although
it does provide
the opportunity for other patients and staff
to help the patient

clarify his or her feelings about the transfer.
The transfer client, by virtue of being a "secondhand
rose"
(Sederer, 1975)

,

frustrates the very same narcissistic needs

which have often led the trainee into the field of psychotherapy
(Langs, 1976a; Miller, 1979).

The trainee must be able to tolerate

this situation, so he or she can remain empathically available
to the client.

The supervisor is of crucial importance in facili-

tating this process.

Another way in v\^ich transfers can be troubling is that
the beginning of the new treatjuent often presents the trainee

with issues, conflicts, and affects v^ich might not arise in
a nontransfer case until a later point.

Thus, the trainee who

may feel tense and tentative about being a beginner or about
starting in a new setting may be required to intervene actively

with the transfer client. An unconscious identification with
the client may further restrict the trainee's therapeutic capabilities .

Langs (1973, 1976) has used the term "primary adaptive context"
to refer to a significant event either inside or outside treatment
(such as a transfer) v^ich serves as a context to understand

.
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the client's ongoing behavior and
communications.

The transfer

situation should be considered as one of
several important adaptive
contexts within v^iich the therapist-in-training
must function.
The trainee's countertransference and therapeutic
responses to
the transfer client are multiply determined.

In addition to

the transfer situation, these responses may derive
from the thera-

pist's reaction to the client, to the previous therapist,
to
his or her developmental level as a therapist, to starting
work

with a new supervisor, to adjusting to a new setting, to the
therapist's unique reactions to these situations based on

psychogenetic issues, or to a combination of any or all of these
factors
It is clear that Scher's

(1970)

conceptualization of the

transfer situation as a "triangle" is much too simplified and
limiting.

A more accurate configuration would be multiple triangles,

both conscious and unconscious, operating for the many clinicians
involved in this situation.

The interplay of the countertransference,

transference, and real feelings of clients, trainees, supervisors,

and administrators involved in each transfer case make for a

humblingly conplex situation.

Any attempt to tease these multiple

influences apart is an extremely complicated task, requiring

considerable insight, trust, and openness between trainee and
supervisor.
It is not only the trainee, but also his or her supervisor,

who must grapple with the many issues noted above.

There has

been a marked tendency in clinical settings, as well as in the

literature, to give only superficial
consideration to the dynamics
vdiich arise around transfers.

This unquestionably indicates

a reluctance to process the uncomfortable
issues and affects

which often arise with these cases.

Both trainees and supervisors

are anxious to get on with "the work" and
conduct "business as
usual" often ignoring the rich clinical data
available to them

through parallel processes (Doehrman, 1976) and the
enormous

growth potential for the trainee which might develop
through
an indepth investigation of his or her reactions to the
transfer
situation.

Supervision can be viewed as a situation which inevitably
arouses tension (Ekstein

&

Wallerstein, 1958).

All learning

produces anxiety because of the basic human fear of change.
The anxiety creates in the trainee a wish to cling to the familiar
and to fall back into patterns of relating which maintain a sense
of security.

In order to make use of supervision, this anxiety

must be understood and overcome.

Similarly, the client's response

to the transfer is likely to provoke a regression to a more familiar

ego-syntonic stance vis-a-vis the new therapist VN^ich must be

worked through in treatment.
processes is useful:

Here again, the concept of parallel

For as the trainee comes to know the dynamics

of his or her own struggle to obtain help in supervision, so,
too, will he or she better understand the client's resistance

to obtaining help in therapy (Robinson, 1949).
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Projective Mechanisms and Parallel Processes

The client's emotional reaction to the new
therapist has

been discussed most commonly as a displacement
of feelings from
the previous therapist and, parenthetically,
as a transference

reaction related to past losses.

This dynamic frequently results

in a split in the client's perception of the two
therapists.

Certainly, this defense accounts for some of the distortion
that
occurs.

The interviews suggest, however, a central role played

by projective processes in the unfolding of treatment.

This

type of ego defense has not received sufficient attention in
the existing literature on the transfer situation.

Projection and projective identification are methods by

v^ich an individual splits off unwanted aspects of the self and
embues some other with that characteristic.

Kernberg (1975)

distinguished projective identification from projection by the
increased degree with

^ich

the subject remains empathically

identified with, and hence reactive to,
the other.

vihat is

projected into

With projective identification, the subject, usually

the client, remains intensely involved with the recipient of

the projected, unwanted aspects of him or herself.

This defense

mechanism often results in a distortion of the reality of the
treatment situation and may cause the client to feel unduly
threatened, thus increasing the risk of acting out.

Much can

be learned about the client from these projections and much can
be gained therapeutically if the therapist can contain, understand,
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and work with these projections
in the treatinent.

Many authors (Grinberg, 1962; Packer,
1972; Sandler, 1976)
have highlighted that the client's
verbal and non-verbal behavior
is often a stimulus for the therapist's
attitude and responses.

The therapist's reactions can then be viewed
as tools for better

understanding the dynamics of the client's
personality.

In order

for a new therapist to appropriately make use
of this "tool"

and constructively utilize his or her emotional responses
during
a therapy hour as indicative of the client's affective
experience,

he or she must be sure that these feelings do not truly derive

from anxiety relating to being a beginner, developmental countertranference, or from an "eccentric" (Olinack, 1969) or "neurotic"
(Winnicott, 1960) response based on the handling of psychogenetic

influences.
It would be naive and incorrect to conceptualize psychopathology

and psychodynamics as flowing only in one direction.

It is

well-established that the therapeutic process is an interactional
one, with the client and therapist making both positive and negative,

conscious and unconscious contributions to the ongoing interaction
and the development of a working alliance (Greenson, 1965; Langs,
1976; Zetzel, 1956).

It is also commonly acknowledged that unrecog-

nized countertranference can seriously damage the therapeutic
process (Freud, 1937; Greenson, 1966; Searles, 1979).

The interactive

nature of the therapeutic process must be expanded further.
In psychotherapies done by trainees, especially in transfer cases,

the bi-personal field (Langs, 1976) becomes flooded by the multiple
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influences described in this study,

a prominent contributor

to that field is the trainee's
supervisor.
It is important to highlight
this crucial principle which
is not fully acknowledged and
appreciated in the transfer literature,

that is, the inevitable way in which
the supervisor's personal

characteristics and countertransference issues,
both developmental
and psychogenetic, helpful and harmful,
impact upon the trainee

and the treatment of the transfer case.

The transfer situation

is a complex matrix comprised of the
transferences, defenses,

and "real" aspects of all the participants in this
configuration.
It is not surprising that, with all the complex interplay
of

forces and stresses on the individuals involved, primitive,
projective

defense mechanisms were utilized by clients, trainees, and possibly
supervisors.

Grotstein (1981) noted that projective identification

is a very basic process by which the human infant conveys distress

to its caretaker.

In complex and confusing situations, such

as the transfer, individuals may revert to this primitive mechanism

to communicate to others with the hope that the recipient will

decipher the message and intervene in a way which will alleviate

anxiety and discomfort.
The use of projection and projective identification by clients
has been discussed throughout this paper.

The use of projective

defenses by trainees has also been noted v^en these mechanisms

were felt to impact significantly on treatment.
this included:

Examples of

the trainee who requested a change of supervisor;

trainees who projectively identified with the client's sense

of being disappointed, burdened and
overwhelmed, which resulted
in relative passivity in the therapeutic
work; and, finally,

those trainees who through their behavior
in supervision caused

their supervisors to feel what they themselves
could not tolerate,
a feeling of superf luousness and impotence.

Data about the operation of these processes in
supervisors
is more inferential.

Perhaps the number of supervisors who expressed

discomfort working with beginners may have reflected supervisors'
own anxiety about teaching the intricate principles of
psychotherapy
to new students.

Another possibility is that the supervisor

unconsiously projected the responsibility for previous good work
into the departing trainee, which made the prospect of continuing

supervision with another trainee bleak.

When examined, this

dynamic closely parallels v^at the client's experience of the
transfer might be and highlights the need for the supervisor
to be continually vigilant and introspective.

In addition, super-

visors' reluctance to work with beginners may also indicate a

discomfort with supervising pervasively anxious students and

being the recipient of poorly-defined projective identifications.
Early work by Searles (1955) emphasized the significance
of the supervisor's emotional responses to the therapist as a

possible indicator of the dynamics v^ich existed between therapist
and client.

Through this "reflection process," the therapist

unconsciously identifies with the client's unverbalized conflict,
then communicates this dynamic to the supervisor by acting out

what has been observed.

This is viewed as an unconscious attempt

.
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by the therapist to show his or her
supervisor the client's most
troublesome unverbalized dynamic.

Searles viewed the client's

anxiety as the crucial source of this
parallelism.
This client centered view of parallel processes
was expanded

by Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958).
defined as the manner

iix

Parallel process is broadly

which the therapist's problems in supervision

are related to the client's problems in psychotherapy
and vice
versa.

Ekstein and Wallerstein (1958) believe that the development

of the trainee's professional identity depends largely on his
or her unique ways of seeking help and of helping.

These, they

felt, are "two faces of the same coin" that have a definite functional

relationship to one another.

This parallelism provides the supervisor

with crucial information about the trainee and his or her treatment.
The supervisor's contribution to the parallel process was also

recognized
More recently, parallel processes have become recognized
as a "universal phenomenon"

(Caligor, 1981; Doehrman, 1976).

Doehmnan (1976) felt that failure to observe these dynamics therefore

represented a resistance by the supervisor and/or the therapist
^/A\o

were guilty of avoiding the affects and conflicts they were

asking their clients to confront.

The trainee's confusion adds

to the need to preconsciously act out his or her own problems,
as well as the client's, in supervision (Caligor, 1981).

Certainly,

complexity and confusion are maximized in the transfer situation.
These dynamics and conflicts, however, are not always acted out
in a visible way by trainees or their supervisor.

Caligor (1981)

described a "reciprocal process" which is an intrapsychic
response
evoked in the recipient of the parallel process, resulting
in
an ongoing unconscious conflict, usually in the supervisor.

An effective supervisor on a transfer case must not only be
exquisitely perceptive and adept at helping the trainee sort
out the multiple factors vAiich impact on the psychotherapy, but
also must be extremely sensitive to his or her own feelings about
the transfer and the supervisory relationship which can provide

important clues about impasses which may exist in treatment.

Implications for Supervision

Most trainees spontaneously commented that the interviewing
process of this study gave them new clarity and an enlightening

perspective on the multiple factors v^ich affected their experiences
of working with transfer cases.

It is hoped that this study

will sensitize both trainees and supervisors to the need to explore

together the multi-dimensional nature of the transfer situation.

A "business as usual" approach to these cases is likely to result
in limited learning and growth for the trainee and, as a result,

a restricted potential for the client's psychotherapy.
The Transfer

Supervisors can make their work with trainees picking up

transfer cases considerably easier if they have been able to

help the departing therapists deal responsibly with their termination
issues.

This difficult but important work, without question.

would limit the number of inappropriate transfer
cases.

Departing

trainees, it must be remembered, are also highly
reactive to

developmental and psychogenetic countertransference issues,
and
these forces become intensified around termination.
The issue of the optimal amount of contact that should occur

between the previous trainee and the new one is a difficult question.
It is my impression that most of the information that gets passed

along to the new trainee is countertransference-soaked.

In the

cases reviewed, the departing trainee's reluctance to terminate

with the client or anxiety about transfer was communicated in
several ways.

In five of the eighteen cases investigated, there

were no notes from the previous therapist available.

In five

other cases, these notes were described as "useless." One departing
therapist handled his anxiety in a different way: He wrote a
copious and comprehensive summary:

"I wanted to make sure that

the new therapist wouldn't discover anything about the client

that she (new therapist) would think

Often

viien

I

didn't know."

there was verbal communication, it was predominantly

the previous therapist's subjective experience that was shared.

New therapists were keenly attuned to direct statements made
by the departing therapist, such as information about the client's
history or dynamics or technical advice bestowed, and also to
the "innocent" comments or asides which were frequently made.

These asides ranged from "you have to watch this guy, he's really

manipulative" to "take care of my baby."

Some of the advice,

warnings, and background proved helpful, some not.

Regardless

of their eventual effect, these comments
stirred up feelings
in the new trainee and certainly influenced the
early perceptions

of the client.

Bion (1967) has argued that prior knowledge may bias a
therapist

and have the dangerous effect of limiting the ability to
perceive
that which he or she does not yet know.

This concept can be

extended to apply to transfer situations as a caution to trainees
against putting undue faith in the information conveyed to them
about the client and the previous treatment.

I

believe that

in most cases, with the exception of high risk suicidal clients,

the need for direct contact between previous therapist and new

one is minimal.

Sufficient background information should be

available to the trainee through written notes.

These notes

are, in general, but certainly not always, less laden with counter-

transferential messages.

The trainee should be cautioned by

the supervisor against arriving at premature formulations of
the case.

It is strongly recommended that a supervisor working

on a transfer case inquire about the nature and significance
of the trainee's contact with the former therapist or any other

persons involved previously with the case.

This will serve to

help trainees begin to explore their perceived position in the
transfer situation, and any resulting developmental countertransference issues.
In two cases studied, a joint session was held in v^ich

the new therapist was introduced to the client by the departing
therapist.

In the case in which the client was a hard-to-engage

adolescent, the joint session was felt
to be helpful.

On the

other hand, with a neurotic adult, this
procedure was experienced

by the new therapist as "extremely awkward"
and unnecessary.
The desire for a joint session is likely to
be predominantly

based on a trainee's countertransference feelings
rather than
clinical indication for the client.

As a rule, joint sessions

seem contraindicated in psychodynamical ly-or iented
treatinent

with non-psychotic adults.

Joint sessions may be more useful

with children, adolescents, or severely disturbed adults whose
sense of object constancy is less well-established and who may

experience relief at actually meeting the new therapist or seeing
the "collaboration" between the old and new therapist.

Administrative Issues
As much as possible, efforts should be made to minimize

the evaluative, administrative components of supervision.

The

potential for learning and growth in supervision is significantly
blunted, if the trainee feels that his or her academic or vocational

standing is at stake in this relationship.

For this reason,

if possible, it may be beneficial for students to do practica

outside of their academic institution.

If this cannot be arranged,

supervision by adjunct faculty members may be helpful or, at
the very least, faculty/ supervisors should be aware of these

concerns in their work with trainees.
Situations in vAiich a trainee is supervised by a clinician

who has worked intensively with the previous therapist tend to
be quite problematic and, if possible, probably should be avoided.
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This arrangement characteristically heightens
the trainee's anxiety

and creates an even greater intolance in the
supervisory relationship.

This tends to negatively affect the trainee's
sense of

autonomy as well as reduce the learning that derives
from the
collaborative aspects of the supervisory relationship.
Finally, the relative investment a trainee makes in the

ebb and flow of the treatment with a certain case seems to be
inversely correlated to the number of clients he or she has.
I

am speaking here of an inappropriate over- investment in the

moment-to-moment drift of therapy which is frequently accompanied

by a vacillation in the trainee's sense of worth as a clinician.

A caseload should be manageable enough for the trainee to receive
indepth supervision on a majority of cases, yet varied enough
to provide the student with an appropriate perspective on clinical

practice and allow the trainee to be an autonomously functioning
clinician.

Thus, starting a rotation or practicum with a very

limited number of clients or exclusively transfer clients can

present the trainee with a distorted perspective on clinical

work and his or her therapeutic abilities.
The Role of the Supervisor
The supervisor is commonly invested with extraordinary power

by the trainee.

The supervisory relationship is a highly charged

one, fueled both by psycho-genetic influences and by the trainee's

issues related to training and professional development.

As

a result of these factors, the trainee is exquisitely sensitive
to and reactive to even the slightest response or indication

.
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of emotion in the supervisor.

Surprisingly, in general, supervisors

tend to be unaware of the existence of this dynamic.

This lack

of empathy at times resulted in off-handed remarks
or asides

which proved very upsetting to the trainee involved.

This hyper-

sensitivity of trainees and relative obliviousness of supervisors
to their perceived importance was also noted by Doerhman
(1976)

Perhaps this finding reflects the supervisor's own discomfort

with being viewed as so vital to the trainee.
Not only should this study alert supervisors to the trainee's
sensitivity to the supervisory relationship, but also to the

whole spectrum of anxieties, hopes and fears categorized under
the term developnental countertransf erence .

The trainee's sensitivity

to comparison in the transfer situation has been we 11 -documented.

The supervisor may overtly give permission to the trainee to

express these concerns by either acknowledging that transfer
cases are often problematic because of concerns about exposure,
comparison, and evaluation or by asking questions which indicate

a sensitivity to these issues.

These interventions by the supervisor

may be made routinely at the start of treatment or after the
supervisor hears derivatives during sessions with the trainee

v^ich indicate that some aspect of the transfer is a salient
concern.

Supervisors also should be aware of other treatment situations

which have involved previous clinicians that may present trainees
with similar concerns, such as in cases where a senior clinician
has done the intake on a client or where the client has had a

distinguished therapist in the past.

In these situations, trainees

may also be concerned about their ability
to contribute something
valuable and unique to the client.

As in all therapeutic work,

the failure to mention a certain topic often
provides the clinician

with significant data about subjects the client
has a hard time
facing.

The same principle holds true for supervision, a trainee's

reluctance to present a transfer case for supervision may
indicate
a desire to avoid confronting some of the complex and painful

issues that can arise with these cases.

The trainee's need to differentiate

hijn

or herself from

the previous therapist was discussed extensively.

The supervisor

must be alert to any rapid shifts in treatment approach by the
trainee and explore fully the motives for these changes.

Although

there were no medical students or residents in the present sample,
it is likely that this need to differentiate oneself in these

trainees may be manifested in precipitous changes in the client's

medication or dosage.

Changes in therapeutic strategy may come

at the very beginning of treatment or after several months.
The trainee may initially hold a secret grandiose notion

— that

he or she is truly a superb therapist and that once psychotherapy
begins, the client's problems will rapidly resolve.

While this

stance provides the trainee with the enthusiasm and confidence
to begin treatment, sooner or later the trainee is confronted

with his or her own limitations, the fallibility of the supervisor,
and the ambivalence of the client.
and hopelessness or intense anxiety.

The result may be depression

Changes in therapeutic

approach whether at the start of treatnient
or in the middle may
reflect a flight from anxiety or an act
of despair.

A supervisor

must be on top of this developing situation
in order to help
the trainee understand the evolving
process and grapple with

his or her own feelings and limitations, as
well as the limitations
of psychotherapeutic work.

The supervisor must be an active participant in
this

affectively-charged helping process.

The focus of the work should

be the learning and personal growth of the trainee.

The personal

problems or emotional reactions the trainee brings to supervision
are worked with not to "treat" the trainee but to help him or

her achieve greater insight into ongoing dynamic processes at
work, thereby increasing his or her effectiveness as a therapist.

Certainly, personal psychotherapy is a crucial, if not essential,

component of the training experience, but the supervisor must
not simply refer out to the trainee's therapist all the transference

resistances and other problems with learning that unfold in supervision.

A supervisor who attempts to conduct a purely didactic

supervision and does not attempt to make use of the conscious
and unconscious processes at work in the supervisory relationship
is dealing only with superficial aspects of learning and shirking

his or her responsibility as a teacher of psychotherapy (Doehrman,
1976; Ekstein & Wallerstein, 1958; Gustin, 1958)

.

Issacharoff

(1982) warns that a certain percentage of students with unresolved

exhibitionistic or masochistic needs may be overly eager to share
personal problems in supervision.

This dynamic must also be

processed as a possible resistance to the task
of supervision.
The superv isor as role model.

The supervisor may serve

as an important role model for the trainee
working with a transfer

case.

This modelling can occur in three distinct areas:

the establishment of the frame (Langs, 1973) of treatment,

the use of active interpretation, and

3)

1)

2)

the commitment to maintaining

an introspective attitude.

The supervisor, in the handling of the start of the supervisory
relationship, has the opportunity to model for the trainee the

establishment of a framework for conducting clinical work.

He

or she can demonstrate an empathic recognition that this is one
of several new experiences or transitions for the trainee.

The

supervisor can also demonstrate that one should not be embarrassed
to ask questions of the supervisee that may have been asked before

nor be defensive about gathering needed background information.

The trainee may be asked to establish specific goals for the
supervision.

The trainee is empowered and actively engaged as

a collaborator in the supervisory process.

This is especially

important in transfer clients in vv^ich the supervisor may have

prior knowledge of the case and the trainee may be prone to passively

waiting for the supervisor to deliver the ultimate formulation.
Modelling the establishment of a unique frame, implicitly acknowledging its possible divergence from past supervisors and

emphasizing the collaborative nature of the process, are crucially
relevant to trainees who must negotiate very similar issues in
their beginning work with transfer clients.

.
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One of the more difficult lessons for a trainee
to learn
is the importance of interpretation in
the establishment of a

therapeutic alliance.

There is a tendency for trainees to feel

that interpretations are aggressive and intrusive,
rather than
empathic.

Trainees may try to win the client's favor through

overt support or the granting of special requests.

This inclination

is especially prominent for transfer cases in which the
trainee

may feel the client has already been harmed or disappointed by

virtue of the transfer.

This may lead the trainee to be tentative

and wary of interpreting in the early stages of treatment with
the transfer client.

As discussed before, there also may be

a reluctance to confront the client's negative transference due
to the trainee's insecurity about the legitimacy of the client's

complaints

With transfer cases, the initial stage of treatment is crucial.
An avoidance of dealing with negative transference may lead to
a precipitous and "mysterious" termination.

It is only through

active clarification, confrontation, and interpretation of the
negative transference that a therapeutic alliance can be established
(Kernberg, 1975; Malan, 1979)

.

This process must be modeled

in the supervisory relationship.

Resistances to learning must

be openly clarified, confronted and worked through, for this
is the work of supervision.

Through this process, a holding

environment and work alliance are established for the trainee

within which his or her growth as a therapist can occur.
transference

—countertransference

When

binds are resolved in supervision.

.
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trainees

becorr^e

freer to be themselves in therapy.

This increased

freedom, however, is not reflected in
greater spontaneity or
lack of discipline; rather, trainees
become more sensitive and

responsive to their client's particular needs,
more selective
in their reactions and less stereotyped
(Doehrman, 1976).

if

this does not occur and instead an emphasis
is placed on politeness

or being liked, a misalliance (Langs, 1977) will be
formed in
the supervisory relationship with obvious detrimental
ramifications
for the trainee's treatment of the transfer case.

Lastly, the supervisor must model a commitment to maintaining

an introspective attitude and a reflectiveness about the processes

involved in the transfer and in the ongoing psychotherapy and
supervision.

This involves an active awareness that parallel

processes are at work during supervision and a willingness to
explore openly his or her own contribution to and feelings about
events and dynamics in the therapeutic process.

An intense curiosity

about human interactions and intrapsychic processes should be
modelled.

The trainee should not feel alone in the process of

facing and containing painful affects and highly personal conflicts.

A supervisor's willingness to grapple with his or her own humanness,
as well as the limitations of the field of psychotherapy, will

play a crucial role in the trainee's ability to confront these
issues

Throughout this project,

I

have been repeatedly impressed

by the multiplicity of factors existing on a conscious and unconscious
level vAiich affect all the individuals involved in the transfer
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situation.

An attempt has been made to identify these
factors

and their impact on the therapist-in-training
working with a
transfer case.

While the transfer situation is unique in some

respects, it seems apparent that all clinical situations
involve

awesome complexity and subtlety.

The amount to be learned from

clinical work seems directly proportional to the willingness
of the client, therapist, and supervisor to dedicate themselves
to an honest and comprehensive exploration of their thoughts

and feelings about human interactions.

Finally,

I

hope it has

been demonstrated that the transfer case need not be a "secondhand
rose" to be tucked away and kept out of sight, but rather affords

therapists-in-training a rich and challenging opportunity to
learn about themselves, the therapeutic process, and human rela-

tionships .
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Table 1
Demographic Data on Each Transfer Case

New Trainee's Initials

A.C.

A.K.

Age /Sex

34 /F

30 /M

Prior Clinical
Experience

1

Type of Training

Prof. Psych.

Length of Previous

3

sessions

10 sessions

3

years

2

Treatinent

(#

year

2

years

Counsel. Psych.

sessions)

Sex of Previous
Therapist

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist
(#

years

years)

Client's Diagnosis

Conduct Disorder,
Socialized,
Nonaggressive

Attentional Deficit
Disorder w/Hyperactivity

Client's Age/Sex

15/F

13 /M

Tiine

Elapsed Between
Therapies

Joint last
session

1

Sane Supervisor? # of
Supervisors on Case

Yes, 1

No, 1

Length of New Treatnient,
Ongoing or Terminated
(#

week

4,

ongoing

ongoing

Mildly
Successful

Mildly
Successful

sessions)

Initiator of Termination

New Therapist's Rating
of Quality of Treatment

Table 1 Continued

New Trainee's Initials

A. P.

C.B.

Age /Sex

27/F

25/F

Prior Clinical
Experience

4

Type of Training

Clin. Psych,

Clin. Psych.

Length of Previous
Treatment (# sessions)

40 sessions

9

years

Sex of Previous
Therapist

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist
(#

0 years

sessions

M
4

years

2

years

years)

Client's Diagnosis

Conduct Disorder,
Socialized
Nonaggr es s ive

Mixed Personality
Disorder

Client's Age/Sex

14 /F

29/F

Time Elapsed Between
Therapies

8

Same Supervisor? # of
Supervisors on Case

Yes, 1

Length of New Treatment,
Ongoing or Terminated
(#

weeks

1

week

No, then Yes, 2

16,

3,

ongoing

terminated

sessions)

Initiator of Termination

New Therapist's Rating
of Quality of Treatment

Client

Successful

Mildly
Successful

Table

1

Continued

New Trainee's Initials

CM.

CP.

Age/Sex

34 /F

29 /M

Prior Clinical
Experience

1 year

0

Type of Training

Counsel. Psych.

Clin. Psych.

Length of Previous
Treatment (# sessions)

12 sessions

14 sessions'

Sex of Previous
Therapist

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist
(#

years

M
1

year

3

years

years)

Client's Diagnosis

Adjustment Reaction w/Mixed Emotional Features

Histrionic
Personality
Disorder

Client's Age/Sex

16 /F

23/F

Time Elapsed Between
Therapies

5

Same Supervisor? # of
Supervisors on Case

Yes, 1

Length of New Treatment,
Ongoing or Terminated
(#

weeks

6

weeks

No, then Yes,

10,

45,

terminated

ongoing

sessions)

Initiator of Temination

Client

New Therapist's Rating
of Quality of Treatment

Mildly
Successful

Mildly
Successful
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Table

1

Continued

New Trainee's Initials

C.Y.

E.F.

Age /Sex

31/F

30/F

Prior Clinical
Experience

1

Type of Training

Clin. Psych.

Clin. Psych.

I^gth of Previous

10 sessions

1 session

Treatment

(#

year

3

years

sessions)

Sex of Previous
Therapist

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist
(# years)

3

years

8

years (nontrainee)

Client's Diagnosis

Dysthymic
Disorder

Dependent Personality Disorder

Client's Age/Sex

21/M

35/F

Time Elapsed Between
Therapies

2

Same Supervisor? # of
Supervisors on Case

No, 2

Length of New Treatment,
Ongoing or Terminated
(#

weeks

2

weeks

No, 1

20,

8,

ongoing

ongoing

Mildly
Successful

Lhsuccessful

sessions)

Initiator of Termination

New Therapist's Rating
of Quality of Treatment

,
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Table 1 Continued

New Trainee's Initials

H.F.

I.E.

Age /Sex

30/M

32/M

Prior Clinical
Experience

1 year

2 years

Type of Training

M.S.W.

Counsel. Psych.

Length of Previous
Treatment (# sessions)

16 sessions

120 sessions

Sex of Previous
Therapist

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist
(#

5

years (non-

6

years (non trainee)

trainee)

years)

Client's Diagnosis

Mixed Personality Disorder

Schizophrenia
Paranoid Type,
Chronic

Client's Age/Sex

42/F

50/F

Time Elapsed Between
Therapies

4

Same Supervisor? # of
Supervisors on Case

Yes, 1

Length of New Treatment,
Ongoing or Terminated
(# sessions)
Initiator

of Termination

New Therapist's Rating
of Quality of Treatment

weeks

3

weeks

No, 1

30,

3,

ongoing

terminated

—

Client

Successful

Very
Unsuccessful

Table 1 Continued

New Trainee's Initials

J.A.

J.S.

Age/ Sex

30/F

25/F

Prior Clinical
Experience

3

Type of Training

Clin. Psych.

Clin. Psych.

Length of Previous
Treatment (# sessions)

30 sessions

5

Sex of Previous
Therapist

F

F

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist

1

(#

years

year

2

years

sessions

1 year

years)

Client's Diagnosis

Borderline
Personality
Disorder

Borderline
Personality
Disorder

Client's Age/Sex

28/F

24/F

Time Elapsed Between
Therapies

1

Saine Supervisor?
# of
Supervisors on Case

No, 2

Length of New Treatment,
Ongoing or Terminated
(#

week

3

weeks

Yes, 1

35,

ongoing

terminated

sessions)

Initiator of Termination

New Therapist's Rating
of Quality of Treatment

Client

Successful

Very
Unsuccessful

Table

1

Continued

New Trainee's Initials

M.K.

N.L.

Age /Sex

31/F

26/F

Prior Clinical
Experience

0

Type of Training

M.S.W.

Clin. Psych.

Length of Previous
Treatment (# sessions)

5 sessions

10 sessions

Sex of Previous
Therapist

F

M

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist

2

(#

years

years

1

2

year

years

years)

Client's Diagnosis

Dependent
Personality
Disorder

Mixed
Personality
Disorder

Client's Age/Sex

32/F

37/F

Tiine

Elapsed Between
Therapies

2

Same Supervisor? # of
Supervisors on Case

No, 1

Length of New Treatment,
Ongoing or Terminated

weeks

3

weeks

No, 2

14,

30,

terminated

terminated

Initiator of Termination

Mutual

Client

New Therapist's Rating

Mildly
Unsuccessful

Mildly
Successful

(#

sessions)

of Quality of Treatment

Table 1 Continued

New Trainee's Initials

P.K.

R.L.

Age/Sex

36 /M

25/F

Prior Clinical
Experience

4

Type of Training

Counsel. Psych.

Clin. Psych.

Length of Previous

80 sessions

35 sessions

years

1

year

Treatnient (# sessions)

Sex of Previous
Therapist

M

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist

10 years (nontrainee)

2

Client's Diagnosis

Alcohol Abuse,
Continuous Cyclothymic Disorder

Dysthymic
Disorder

Client's Age/Sex

43/F

22/F

Time Elapsed Between
Therapies

5

Same Supervisor? # of
Supervisors on Case

No, 1

Yes, then No,

15,

40,

ongoing

terminated

(#

years

years)

Length of New Treatment,
Ongoing or Terminated
(# sessions)

weeks

weeks

Mutual

Initiator of Temnination

New Therapist's Rating
of Quality of Treatment

3

Mildly
Successful

Mildly
Unsuccessful
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Table 1 Continued

New Trainee's Initials

S.Z.

T.G.

Age/Sex

27/F

24/F

Prior Clinical
Experience

1 year

1 year

Type of Training

Clin. Psych.

Clin. Psych.

Length of Previous
Treatment (# sessions)

25 sessions

45 sessions

Sex of Previous
Therapist

Clinical Experience of
Previous Therapist
(#

2

years

3

years

years)

Client's Diagnosis

Borderline
Personality
Disorder

Mixed Personality
Di sorde r Severe
Physical Handicap

Client's Age /Sex

32/F

31/M

Time Elapsed Between
Therapies

6

Same Supervisor? # of
Supervisors on Case

No, 1

Length of New Treatment,
Ongoing or Terminated
(#

weeks

,

12 weeks

No, 1

3,

26,

terminated

ongoing

sessions)

Initiator of Termination

Therapist

New Therapist's Rating
of Quality of Treatment

Very
Unsuccessful

Mildly
Successful
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APPENDIX A

""Search Proposal

Title ot the study;

investigator

:

The Theraplst-in-Training and the Transfer Case

Robert Muller, M.S., Doctoral Candidate in Clinical
Psychology, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA'

Statemen t of the Problem
Each year in thousands of mental health
settings therapists, because of personal or training needs, end
their work with clients, A decision then must be made whether
each client should be terminated or transferred to another therapist.
Despite the fact that the transfer of psychotherapy clients is a
very common phenomenon, relatively little research has been done
on this topic.
The existing literature notes the complex relationship between the three most prominant people involved in the
transfer situation: the previous therapist, the client, and the
new therapist.
Uncomfortable feelings and ambivalence are frequently
noted for all three participants.
There is some evidence to suggest that transferring clients
significantly increases the probability of precipitous termination.
Abetter understanding of the dynamics of the transfer and the
continuing treatment may reduce the liklihood of precipitous termination and facilitate ongoing treatment.
The focus of this project will be on the subjective experience
of the therapist-in-training who has begun work with a transfer
client.
I am seeking to recruit therapists presently enrolled in
graduate training programs in psychology, social work, counseling,
education, or medicine who are working with transfer cases or
have terminated therapy with a transfer case within the last several
months.
I am specifically looking at transfer situations in which
the previous therapist ended his or her work initiated the need
for the transfer) with a client who then began therapy with another
therapist within 10 weeks. The clients involved must na'"e been
in individual therapy in the previous therapy and must be either
adolescent or adult outpatients.
Therapists who fit the above criteria and are willing to
participate will be requested to look over whatever records they
have available to t.hem in order to refresh their memories =bout
past sessions.
An extsnsi-^'e interview with <=2Ch therapist will be con-iucted
creliminar-/ piloting
by the principal investigator, Robert .'^ulier.
in-!icatps that the inter-'iew will take approximatsly 2 hours.
Each participant will be
Th'' inter'-iews will be tape recorded.
intsr--i?'-e«s ••ill b° isl'.ed
compensated =3.00 for the inter'-iew.
to describe in as much detail as possibl= th= process ^?^t!".°
transfer and the con;:inuing psychotherapy. H° or 5,-!° -'i'.'. ce
in
isked to talk about issues and feelings thiz arose for
ronn=c-ion wich the pre'-ious therapist, the client, =.n: their
:

,

(

super""isor.

_
^

^

.

APPENDIX B

Informed Consent ?ocm

is a

^eTToJ^n

^^e"?"!-!!-^

?5,?fVchotherapy clients

relationships between the three most prominent
the transfer situation, the previous therapist, people invoiv^ in
the client !nd^^
new therapist. This project will explore
new therapist who is beginning work with ?he Experience of the
a transfer client
Robert
P-^lncipal investigator of this project, is a
doctora!
^^if^'
candidate
in clinical Psychology at the University
Amherst and is conduci:ing this research as part of of MassachuHtts
his dissertation;
If you are willing to participate in this project,
you will
be requested to gather together whatever records
you have, transfer

aDout the details of past sessions.

'

The interview which will taJ<e approximately two hours will
be conducted by Robert Muller. you will be asked to describe
in as
much detail as possible the process of the transfer and the
continuing
psychotherapy. You will be asked to talk about the issues and
that arose for you in the transfer situation: with the orevious feelings
therapist
the client, and your supervisor.
PLEASE UNDERSTAl'iD that the
confidentiality of your client, the previous therapist, your supervisor
and yourself will be strictly protected. All identifying information
will oe altered prior to publication in the disserration.
The position of the new therapist in the transfer situation can
be an uncomfortable one.
It is common for most therapists to encounter
some difficulties in the treatment of these clients, you may be
asked to explore some of these problematic areas dTiring-. the
interview.
if, at any time, you would rather not answer a certain
question or talk about a particular topic, please feel free to say so.
Please also understand that you are free to terminate the interview
or interrupt to ask a question at any time.
-

I have read and understood the nature of this project and
what is required of me.
I am willing to participate as a subject
in this research study.

3

ignacure

Date
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APPENDIX C

I-

-

II

.

-

-

interview Schedule Outline
The Thera pist-ln-Tr^^inmrf
Age
Sex
- Graduate Program
Years or therapeutic exopri onr-a-j
,
" ""^''^^ °'
orientation to^therlplu^ic wSrk?
>,

~

>.

'-^'^

Level
,

The Previous Therapy
Did you know anything about this client
previously^
- If so, what were your impressions'*
The Client j_ age?
diagnosis?
Length of the previous therapy?
Had the client been in therapy prior to this
relationship?
'

'"""^^
M"P^«"ions of the previous
-personality
-experience
-reoutation
reputation
-clinical orientation
- What were your impressions of the therapeutic
work done in this therapv'
- Didjou^sense that this therapist would have
liked to continue wiS this
- HOW did these L-npressions affect your attitude about beginning work with
III- The Process of the Transfer
this client?

l^lrlplst'?!"^'"

-

What

is your understanding of why a transfer
was arranged rather than
termination?
- Do you feel this was an appropriate
decision^

- _^hat was told to the client as the reason for the
therapist- rleaving^
- HOW far in advance of the termination did the client
know that the
-

-

-

-

-

-V.

therapist was going to leave?
What do you know about the ending of that work?
did you have?

-

what imoressions

HOW was the transfer to you arranged?
- who had input? The Previous
therapist? The client?
you?
vhat, if anything, are you aware was said to the client about
you?
Zo you recall any critical comments about the transfer?
What was the nature of your contact with the previous therapist?
3id vou read the client's chart? why or why not?
How many weeks transpired between the last session with the previous
therapist and the first one with you?
-.'ere you conscious of comparing yourself to the previous therapist at
this time?
At any time?
what io you think prompted this?
HOW did you perceive yourself as similar to the previous therapist?
- HOW different?
:n retrospect, what might have made the transfer process easier for --ou?
Becianinc work with the transfer client
- for your clier.-?

-

hat -i - you anticipate the riient to be like?
Based on what sourcs5?
Zii -he tiient behave iifferent-y i^.i.n ^y.pecteo?
to vha- io ••ou ittributa

-

How woui

-

th IS''

-

-.'-.e

i

"ou

:n=.racterize "Our iniiis.! tcntsct

tiient =ttenc i-rS=ion;

ra-:uiirl'

iz

vith

~'r.iz

j-erinnir. r?

:_:.-5r'.t7

1 it jr.-rs i-r

=

7
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APPENDIX C - Continued

aeqinninq worl<:(cont.)
HOW did the client talk about the previous therapist?
- HOW did you feel hearing this?
- Did the client ever compare you directly to the previous therapist?
- HOW did you feel hearing this?
- To What extent did you work on feelings about the transfer in the first
session?
First several sessions?
After that?
- Did you ever comrminicate any of your own feelings about the transfer to
the client?
- Compare the focus of your work to that of the previous therapy.
Comparing £^s«y2.^^!S ij-S,l^_thi5. £^i.srit_to work_with other clients seen at ~~
this
~~ ~ ~
~
~
~
~
~~
time_j_ ~
-

satisfying was the work?
how challenging?
likeable 'did you find the client?
- Did he like you?
competent did you feel with this client?
- Do you think he was
you feel anxious to please this client?
anxious to please you?
- HOW engaged did you feel with this client?
- He with you?
- Characterize the similarities and differences between this case and others
you were seeing at the same time.
- Kow might you have felt differently if this client was yours originally.

HOW
HOW
HOW
- Old

•

HOW confident were you of yourself as a therapist at this time?
- HOW did the transfer experience affect this concept?
What were some of the issues you struggled with at this time?
- HOW did these issues come into play in the transfer situation?
- What might you have contributed to this difficulty?
- The client's contribution?
What type of client do you find most satisfying to work with?
- Why do you think this is so?
_ HOW well did the transfer client fit this criteria?

-

-

5uperyis ion

y.
-

-

-

HOW long had you worked with your supervisor when you picked up this case?
HOW iid you feel about this supervisor?
Did you have expectations as to what the super^/isor/ relationship might
From what sources?
be like?
at the same time?
;as this super-/isor super^/ising any of your other cases
Did your supervisor have any knowledge of this case previously?
Anv knowledge of the previous therapist?
- How aic tnis at.ect you?
- What did vou imagine them to be?
- /e'-° vou consciously concerned about any such comparisons?^ _
arrectec
HOW was '-he process of starting a supen/isory relationship
bv the transfer?
supervision.
uow was the issue of the transfer discussed in the
.'hat mignt ^^-/^^^^
- -hat was not helpful?
rr.at was helpful?
-•
- Anv significant moments or comments?
.

.

.
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APPENDIX C - Continued

VI. The ongoing work with the client
-

-

Describe the process of engagement with this client.
- what ^nsnges
chanaeswere there as the therapy continued?
HOW has the transfer come up in the continuing work^
Were there any critical incidents within the therap^
after which vou
*
felt more or less engaged with this client?
Did the client's comments about the transfer or* comparisons
of you
to his previous therapist change as the therapv
continued^
HOW long do you feel it took for the client to
satisfactorily work
through his feelings about the transfer?
HOW long did it take you to satisfactorily work through
your feelings
about the transfer?

VII. Therapist's Family of Origin
-

Birth order?
you see any parallels between the issues and feelings stirred u]
for you in this transfer case and those connected to your
relationships in your family? (with your siblings?)
- DO you think there are any analogies between your experience
of
getting this case and the rivalries that existed in your
family?

- DO

/

